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summary 

This paper presents a 4 layer model which describes the influence 

of topography on the large-scale circulation, i.e. terrain

induced mesaseale circulations. A basic understanding of mesa

scale circulations can imprave short-range weather foracasts and 

air pollution transport predictions. The numerical model is 

linearized, dynamic, and hydrostatic. Fourier representation is 

applied in bath horizontal directions. A model simulation 

integrates the windvelocities, density, and pressure in time and 

plots these results tagether with energy spectra of the 

circulations. The model is tested with some heat-island 

experiments. The effect of stability of the atmosphere and 

coriolis force is studied in these cases and in case of 

orographic flow over a circular mountain. Finally, as a case 

study, flow over the Alps is simulated. First, orographically 

forced causing windward high and leeside low, and secondly 

thermally forced causing a heat low excactly situated over the 

Alps. 
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L. Introduetion 

This is a report of the final practical work in the framewerk of 

the Physics study at the Technica! University of Eindhoven. It is 

a thesis to receive the Masters degree of Physics. The werk is 

carried out at the Institute of Meteorology and Oceanography of 

the University of Utrecht. The work is concerned with the 

modelling of mescseale atmospheric circulations. The mescseale 

systems can be categorized into these which are primarily forced 

by the ground surface (i.e. terrain-induced mescseale systems> 

and these which are driven by synoptic scale features (i.e. 

synoptically-forced mescseale systems). Terrain-induced systems 

include land- and sea-breezes, urban circulations, lake effect 

storms, mountain-valley circulations, and forced airflow over 

mountains, while synoptically forced features consist, for 

example, of convective bands embedded in stratiform cloud systems 

, and hurricanes. The mescseale has a characteristic lenght of 

about one hundred kilometer. 

~ The Institute of Meteorology and oceanography Utrecht <IMOU> 

The IMOU is a part of the subfaculty Physics and Astronomy of the 

University of Utrecht and is responsible for the free study 

direction Meteorology and Physical Oceanography. The task of the 

IMOU is education and research of physical processes of the 

atmosphere and ocean. 

Physical Oceanography studies the physical features and 

processes in the sea and the interaction between sea and 

atmosphere. For example the distribution of fresh water in the 

North-Sea or the flow around the Indonesian islands. 

Meteorology is divided in three parts. The first part, dynamica! 

meteorology, is concerned with atmospheric motion, the different 

circulation systems <depressions,fronts,seawind,rainfall> ,and 

the influence of the main circulation on the climate. Dynamical 

meteorology is the theoretica! background of the numerical 

1 
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methods in weather predietien on short and long time. The secend 

part~ physical meteorology, is concerned with micro physical 

features of the atmosphere, like the composition of the atmos

phere, condensation and precipitation, radiation, optical, and 

electrical features. The third part, boundary layer meteorology, 

deals with structure~ distribution, and flow of the lewest air 

layer in relation to the ground surface. It is of special 

interest for the dispersion of air pollution. 

Besides these two groups, researche is caried out concerning 

modelling th~ influence of the elimate on glaciers and ice-sheets 

<especially the Antartic ice-sheet>. These investigations contain 

complete numerical model simulations and studies of the separate 

processes <sliding, surging, sea level change>. 

1.2 The IMOU Mesaseale Meteorology Research Project 

Mescseale meteorological circulation is a subject of dynamica! 

meteorology. At the IMOU, a mescseale project was started in 

1981. Since IMOU has a very limited budget for field programs, 

but access to good computer facilities < the CYBER 180-855 of the 

Academie Computer Centre as wel as the CRAY machines of the 

European Centre for Medium- Range Weather Forecast>, a large part 

of the research is devoted to the design and use of large 

numerical models for the simulation of atmospheric flow. 

Until now the investigations have concentrated on models for 

atmospheric conveetien and models describing the influence of 

surface forcings (lit. C2J>~ like land-sea transition~ mountains, 

and heat-islands on the large scale flow. 

As an example of a mescseale circulation, the land-sea breeze, as 

can regularly be observed near the Dutch coast, is discussed. 

In a calm and clear atmosphere~ solar radiation heats up a land 

more rapidly than a water surface. In turn the air over the land 

heats up and thus expands more rapidly than over the water. This 

means that, at a given constant level above both land and water~ 

2 



Figure 2. Orgauisation of couvective clouds due to differences in 
surface conditions. The large-scale background. flow is from the 
east, but it is disturbed by the sea-breeze circulation. The sea-breeze 
front in the we.stern part of the Netherlands is almast stationary and 
c.reat:es a liue of deep cumulus (light precipitation and thunder was 
reported ! ) 
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pressure is higher over the land than over the water. This 

pressure gradient produces a slight flow of air from land to sea 

(figure 2a>. Convergence above sea leads to an increase of 

surface pressure so that a downwards flow occurs above sea in 

response to the departure from hydrastatic equilibrium. Then a 

flow develops just above sea level from sea to land <sea-breeze) 

because of the horizontal pressure gradient (figure 2b). 

.... ...---:;.;-;;... ---------- ___ ... ..". 

a 

b. __ 43 __ _ 
- - - ---='' 
----+-1----- ----
----- --;..; . ..._,~ .... -- ----

ZEE LAND 

figure 2 Development of the sea-breeze circulation. Heating 

overland raises the pressure levels <dashed lines>, and 

air flows offshore <a.>. Due to this outflow~ surface 

pressure falls over land and a sea breeze sets in <b.>. 

At night the land cools more rapidly than the sea. This causes 

the reverse situation and a land-breeze develops. The land-breeze 

circulation is net as intense as the sea-breeze either in 

velocity or height of development, since there exists no lower 

heat souree to carry the circulation to greater heights as with 

the sea breeze. 

4 
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1.3 mescseale modelling to describe the influence of surface 

irregularities 

The synoptically forced circulations are hard to forecast since 

their geographic location is net fixed. The terrain-induced 

mescseale circulations on the ether hand are primarily forced by 

a fixed topography and are, therefore, much more accurate in 

prediction. Large scale numerical models generally have a poer 

resolution. All kind of irregularities in surface forcing or 

instabilities on smaller scales are not taken in account but can 

influence the flow and can even develop in time to a depression 

or a complete new circulation. In a irregular geometry with sea

land contrast, hilly terrain, heat islands <urbanic) and 

frictional convergence patterns caused by ground surface 

influences, which are all examples of mescseale features, a more 

detailed model is necessary. 

In this investigation a model is designed which contains all the 

kind of circulations caused by these irregularities, this 

includes: 

- sea and land breezes 

- mountain-valley winds 

- urban circulations 

- lake effect wind 

- forced air flow over mountains 

and a combination of these circulations. The model is based on 

the experience with a two level linear mescseale model <Oerlemans 

: Linear theory of the urban heat island circulation, [lJ). The 

model is of special interest for an atmosphere under stable 

condition with an inversion at a rather low level. In this case, 

the mescseale circulation will become very important with regard 

to transport and mixing of air pollution. It is also obvious that 

in a complicated geometry short-range weather forecasts (up to 24 

hours> can only be succesfull when a basic understanding of 

mescseale circulations underlies them. 

5 
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~ some aspects of dynamica! meteorology 

2.1 the physical basis 

The general flow in a dry atmosphere can be described by a 

combination of the momentum equation, continuity equation, 

thermadynamie equation, and the equation of state. It is useful 

to describe the motion in a cartesian coordinate system ad

justed to the earth surface. In this case two quasi-ferees have 

to be introduced; the centrifugal force and the Coriolis force. 

The first one is small in relation to the gravity force and can 

be included by using an "effective" gravity force g. This gives a 

complete set of equations describing the atmospheric motion. 

(1) ~ + v. \J V :: - ~ -v P +- l...it x v + t +- F 
ài \ ' <momentum> 

<2> ti =- v.(pv) 
dl <continuity> 

(3) H cl.t -:: c p d. T - # d.. p <thermodynamics> 

(4) <eq. of state> 

Depending on the particular application, these equations can be 

simplified. The curvature of the earth surface can be neglected, 

except for the motion on largest scale. If there is approximately 

hydrastatic balance, the equation of the vertical motion is 

reduced to the hydrastatic balance equation. Vertical accelera

tions are neglected, but vertical veloeities can still be 

important. Other simplifications which are commonly used are the 

Boussinesq approximation <simplification of the pressure forces 

in the momentum equation> and the approximation of incompressi

bility (simplification of the continuity equation>. 

Scale analysis of the equations of motion can determine wether 

some terms in the equations are negligible for motions of 

6 
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meteorological concern on that scale. Eliminatien of terms based 

on sealing considerations net only has the advantage of simplify

ing the mathematics, but can also completely eliminate, or filter 

an unwanted type of motion. The complete equations of motion<l-4> 

describe all types and scales of atmospheric motion. Sound waves, 

for example, are a valid salution of equation <1-4>. However, 

they are of negligible importance in meteorological problems and, 

are even the cause of computational instability in numerical 

models. The use of the hydrastatic equation instead of the 

vertical momentum equation eliminates this sound wave solution. 

2.2 the geostophic approximation 

Scale analysis shows that especially in the midlatitude synoptic 

scale, the first approximation, retaining only two terms in the 

momentum equation, is the geostrophic relationship for horizontal 

mot ion. 

<5 > f V P :::: 2 j1., x V 

This equation expresses the balance between the pressure gradient 

force and the coriolis force (fig. 3). The horizontal velocity 

field which satisfies this equation is called the geostrophic 

wind. This wind is parallel to the isobars. However, the geostro

phic equation contains no reference to time, and therefore cannot 

be used to predict the evolution of the velocity field. To obtain 

predietien equations it is necessary to retain the acceleration 

terms. 

(6) 

A convienient measure of the magnitude of the acceleration 

compared to the coriolis force is obtained by forming the ratio 

of the characteristic values of the acceleration and the 

Coriolis terms, called the Rossby number. As is stated in sectien 

2.5, the smallness of the Rossby number is a measure of the 

validity of the geostophic approximation. 

7 
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figure 3. the balance of forces for geostrophic equilibrium. thé 

pressure gradient force is designated by P and the 

Coriolis force by èo <after Holten, lit (6J) 

2.3 the hydrastatic approximation 

The vertical component of the momenturn equation can be simplified 

by scale analysis te the hydrastatic equation. The hydrastatic 

equation states that the pressure at any point is equal te the 

weight of a unit cross-sectien colomn of air above that point. 

-
1 dP 

<7> p );: = -i 

In the hydrastatic approximation, vertical accelerations are 

negligible and the vertical velocity cannot be determined from 

the vertical momentum equation. Nevertheless it is possible te 

deduce the vertical motion field indirectly from the divergence 

of the horizontal velocity field <continuity equation>. 

8 
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2.4 vertical shear of the geostrophic wind; the thermal wind 

The geostrophic wind must have vertical shear in the presence of 

a horizontal temperature gradient as can be shown from 

considerations based on hydrastatic equilibrium. Consider a case 

with timet x2 >t xl. From the hydrastatic approximation and the 

ideal gas law it can be shown that the height increment ~z 

corresponding to the pressure increment &p is 

(8) ó z 

Therefore, ~z2 > &zl and thus, referring to figure 4 , the 

horizontal pressure gradient increases with height. The 

geostrophic wind is proportional to the horizontal pressure 

gradient. Thus, the geostophic wind directed along an isobar will 

increase in magnitude with height as the slope of the isobaric 

level increases. 

., 

figure 4. relationship between vertical shear of the geostrophic 

wind and horizontal temperature gradient(after Holten, 

lit. C6J) 

9 
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The thermal wl.nd is the vector difference between the geostophic 

wind at two levels. This can be expressed for the x-component of 

the velocity by (Schuurmans, lit. [4]). 

aT 
(9) -'?Jy 

An atmosphere without thermal wind (geostrophic wind independant 

of height> is called a baretropie atmosphere. If the geostrophic 

wind changes in magnitude with height, but net in direction, the 

atmosphere is called equivalent barotropic. The atmosphere is 

called bareclinic if the geostrophic wind changes in mag~itude 

and direction with height. 

10 
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2.5 classification in dynamical meteorology 

The observer at a fixed point on the surface of the earth can 

notice that the passing of weather events occurs on more or less 

discrete scales of time. A cumulus cloud passes overhead in a few 

minutes, thunderstorms develop regularly on a summer day in 

certain areas, rain occ~rs roughly every few days, and the 

seasons progress over a yearly cycle. 

The existence of special scales in atmospheric motion has long 

been known te meteorologists. Figure 5 shows the speetral 

distri bution of kinetic energy according te frequency as 

determined from observations collected at a single surface 

station.The existence of peaks in the spectrum at several 

minutes, 1 day, several days, and 1 year are obvious. The peaks 

at 1 day and 1 year eerraspond te thermal forcing on these time 

scales~ while the ether peaks have te do with atmospheric motions 

and.stability. 

Free Almesphere 

600 Ground 

500 

~ 400 

J. 
~ 300 

200 

100 

-.. 
10·1 10·' 10° 10 1 101 10' 10' 101 11/dayl 

1 yeor 1 month 1 doy I hour 1 min I sec 

figure 5 average kinetic energy of east-west wind component in 

the free atmosphere <solid line> and near the ground 

<dashed line>. (after Vinnichenko, lit. [BJ> 

11 
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It is tempting to believe that the speetral gaps divide the 

atmosphere into three types of motion: macroscale(synoptic>- , 

mesoscale- , microscale- circulation. Horizontal space scales <L> 

can be related to time scales<T>, described in terms of 

wavelengths and periods respectively. Thus the wavelenght is the 

distance from one maximum to the ether, for example one high 

pressure centre to the next. Simularly, the period is the average 

time from one maximum to the next. It is reasenable that the 

characteristic scale is smaller than the wavelenght. In this 

report, characteristic scales are taken four times smaller as the 

wavelenghts, in agreement with Atkinson (lit. [5]). Notice that 

the characteristic wind velocity relating space to time scales is 

relatively constant. For example the velocity <V> corresponding 

toa cumulLts cloud<lO m/s) is about the same as the velocity of a 

depression. The ranges in the threefold division are somewhat 

arbitrary. Fiedler and Panofsky (lit. [9J> use as definition of 

the mescseale the range 1-48 hours or 20-500 km <see figure S>. 
The flatness A=L/H with H the vertical scale is large for most 

atmospheric systems. For depressions, A is about 100, for seawind 

circulations about 10, and for cumulus clouds about 1. 

Another way of classification can be introduced by the farces 

which are important for the circulation. The force equilibrium 

depends on the length scale and the flatness, and can be 

described by the characteristic numbers. One of the main 

characteristic numbers in meteorology is the Rossby number<Ro>: 

(10) Ro o.c.c.~.f.e..ra ... t;lo"''\. forc.~ 
c..or•oe"s forc.~ 

V -
fL 

Here f is the Coriolis parameter. Besides the effect of friction, 

the Rossby number is a measure of the validity of the geostrophic 

approximation. There will be geostrophy if Ro << 1 because then 

the Coriolis force will be much more important then the 

acceleration force so that the Coriolis force can balance the 

pressure gradient force. With V=10m/s, Ro=0.2, f=E-4 1/s, there 

will be geostrophic balance if L > SOOkm. 

12 
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Another important number is the Ekman number, defined as 

( 11) j nc.tton. fort~ 
c:.ortoe ... s forc..e-

D is the eddy diffusivity. The dissipation is mainly near the 

earth surface , so the Ekman number determines the depth of the 

boundary layer. 

Atmospheric circulations are characterized by the validity of the 

geostrophic and hydrastatic approximations. Table 1 shows that 

the threefold division of atmospheric motion also depends on the 

type of dynamics dominant at that scale. 

macro scale 

meso scale 

micro scale 

geostrophic balance 

yes 

no 

no 

hydrastatic balance 

yes 

yes 

no 

table 1 validity of the geostophic and hydrastatic approximations 

at the several scales of atmospheric motion (after 

Oerlemans, lit. [3J) 

Another classification is made by the difference between free and 

forced atmospheric circulations. A depression is an example of an 

instability, while a seabreeze or a mountain wind is forced by 

the earth surface. Of course, it is possible that a free 

pertubatien is initiated by an external forcing. 

13 
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2.6 gravity waves and layer models 

In a stably stratified atmosphere, gravity waves can exist 

because every small fluid parcel which is displaced vertically 

from its equilibrium level will experience a net force which will 

tend to return it to the equilibrium level. The mechanism for 

propagation of gravity waves can be understood by considering a 

disturbance on the free surface of an incompressible fluid. 

Suppose, as is shown in figure 6, there is a depression in the 

free surface centered at the crigin x = 0 at time t = 0. As a 

result of this disturbance there will be a horizontal pressure 

gradient which will cause an acceleration and thus a convergence 

towards the origin. However, since the fluid is incompressible, 

this must be compensated by horizontal divergence on both sides. 

Thus at time t = tl there will be depressions on both sides of 

the original disturbance and propagating in both directions. 

V 
I\ 

t O WZ??ZZZVZV?ZZZZOfZX(Z, 22 - ;zz >?????Ze 2 >l 

I 
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I ' 
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t 
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p?ZZ??????Z?(ZZZ -,ZZZ?Z?%/?2 > \ ??? n 7 , ? d' 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I , _______ __ 

t
2 

vzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz;zz ;zazzzzzz > /,;- , ; , » 3 

figure ó. The propagation of a surface gravity wave initiated by 

a depression at timet= 0 (after Holten, lit. [óJ). 

The best way to study the gravity waves is to develop a layer 

model for shallow incompressible flow. 

14 
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2.6.1 a ene layer model; the external mode 

Introduce ene layer with uniform density p and a free surface at 

the top of the model wi th a densi ty jump ~ f =e-r"" . The system is 

stably stratified ( {' >p14 >. 

-----;r-

1 
t:, H 

I 
7 J I I I I ~ 7 I / I I I) I I 

figure 7. ene layer model with a free surface (after Oerlemans, 

lit. [3J) 

Here, h' is the pertubatien of the free surface related to the 

reference state, h' should be small related to h. The pressure 

gradient in the lower layer can be obtained by vertical 

integration of the hydrastatic equation. This gives for the 

pressure pertubatien p• (assuming that there is no horizontal 

pressure gradient above the layer>: 

(12) p'=gAfh' 

If w is defined as the vertical velocity of the free surface then 

(13) 

The vertical motion is obtained from the continuity equation for 

incompressible flow and is equal to minus the vertical integrated 

horizontal velocity divergence. 

15 
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~ 

< 14 > w ::: - f ( '71{ • v) ol z 
0 

Frictional effects and coriolis effects can be neglected. 

Assuming a two dimensional motion in the x-z plane, a wave-like 

equation for the perturbation h' can be constructed. The 

equations for h' re ad 

c)u. +\.V~ -l ~p· - - 1'Af i>~' 
:. - -

(15> c'H ~)( r ()')(; p ~'i 

;>t ;>e' - 'IN -~~ - ..-u..- - : 
iH ~)C. ê)x, 

Applying the perturbation technique by letting u=U+u', h=H+h' 

where u is a constant basic state velocity and H is the mean 

depth of the layer, the pertubatien ferm of (15) are 

ê) u.' u., dv! + ~~· :0 - + -
Q~ (he .. f ())(.. 

( 16) 
è> ~: +u,~· + J.t ~ ::0 -è>t ihv ()x. 

Elimating u' gives 

<17> 

The wavetype salution h'=A exp<ik<x-ct)) satisfies the wave 

equation provided that the phase speed equals 

(18) c:u.±.ff 
For air above water <Df= f > , the ph a se speed formul a si mpl i fi es 

to 

( 1 9) c. ::: u.. .:i: v:;H 
The quant i t y \[;H is called the shall ow water wave speed. Th is 

one layer model describes a surface gravity wave which is called 

the external mode. For this external mode neglecting Coriolis 

force and friction, the phase speed is independant of the 

16 
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wavenumber k; u• and h' (or p') have the same phase. 

figure 8. external gravity wave; pertubatien of free surface in 

phase with the pertubatien of horizontal velocity 

(after Oerlemans, lit. (3J) 

2.6.2 two layer model; the external + first internal mode 

The external gravity wave has a maximum amplitude· at the boundary 

of the fluid. There are also internal gravity waves that may 

develop on interfaces of density. To describe these modes, at 

least a two layer model is necessary. Consider a quasi-horizontal 

flow in a two layer model without friction. 

=====r--~==--~~4 

---h ---------3 

--~--~-------------2 

-h -----------1 

figure 9. two layer model, level 1 and 3 represent the mean 

quantities p,u,v,f <after Oerlemans, lit. C1J> 

17 
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Applying the hydrostatic- and the Boussinesq-approximation yields 

<20> 

If the vertical velocity at the upper surface is neglected, the 

first internal mode can be isolated 

d,u., - ~ dp, 
~ f "· - -c!t ?.~. bx.. 

olv, :: ~ ~· -fu., -(21) o\.t 2. R, è>'f 

~l !r ~p. - ~ ó)P, .,.. f V3 

= - 'Z.RJ ~)C... cit ~3 è)')(.. 

~J ~ ~f. ~ ~J -f u.3 
tt~ R3 ~'1 l R3 d"\ 

The densi ties f, and p3 c:an be calculated from the thermadynamie 

equation. For a shallow adiabatic flow, this reads <Oerlemans, 

lit. [3]) 

~. = -r· w, ät 
(22) 

J. p, 
::. - .(3 \.V3 

eH· 

r is a thermadynamie coefficient referring to the background 

vertical density gradient. The vertical veloeities w, and w
3 

are 

derived from the continuity equation. 

(23) 
-- - ..!. 0 [ ~u.. 1" ~ v, ] 

w, 2. "' è)")(.. d 'I 

= - ft [ ~x.· + ~· J -l ~ r ;:> l.t, + ~ 1 
Cl ()'4 l ~x.. ~'1 

The equations <21-23> describe the first internal mode. 

The boussinesq approximation linearizes the pressure gradient 

term and thus the external and internal mode c:an be added to 

recieve the complete solution. Therefore, the horizontal pressure 

pertubatien gradient term has to be included in the two layer 

model. To get a more common model, the diffusion of momenturn and 

temperature (or density> has to be included 
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Consider a 

(24) 0 )( 
?lt 

vertical diffusion 
~'Z.x -= 0-

equation 

ë) z'l 

The diffusion between layers with thickness h can be approximated 

by 

(25) 

For the case of a two layer model, this diffusion can be 

restricted to interaction between the bottorn layer and the ground 

surface described in terms of an effective boundary layer 

thickness Heff and the interaction between the two layers. The 

interaction between the top layer and the air above it can be 

neglected while it is common used as an inversion of the 

atmosphere. The resulting equations are listed below where the 

surface pressure pertubatien equation <13> is added. 

I 

~. = _.L ( ~ -f Rt ~f. ) - ~ (u,- ul) - 'D u., + ~ v1 (26) tlt ~. '))(. )')(, t -R'c.t~ 

dV, :: - l c~ 1\' - f R ~ è) "· ) - ~ ( v; -vl) - ~ V I - f u.., 
(27) -cl~ R, ~'1 ~'1 ~ a;_,f 

(28) 
c;tu:l - _J. (~o' -K ~P. _.lRr ;}p:s)- ~(ul-u,)+-~"3 - - R3 ~x '3' o'X. 2 a)C. ~ clt 

(29) ~ -::. -.!. (~-Po' - ~~ c)p, _J. R l ~ ) - :!i ( v3 -v,) - t u.l 
cl~ Rl f>'1 ()'1 t )~ ~ 

(30) ~· = t t 4, ( ~ + ~~· ) - ~ ( p, - P)) - ~U (P, -Po) 
t!-t 

(31) 
c!f, = i ~ r, ( 2 ~ + 2 ~ i" ~ i"~) _ ~ ( r) -P,) 
cl~ 

J. p,' - .R c.r c~~. -t- ~· ~ ~) 
(32) - d' h. ~ ... + ~x .... a '1 

cl~ 

These seven equations in u ,u ,v ,v , (', , p1 ,p: farm a complete 

prognostic set. It describes a model containing a linear damped 

wave <external + first internal mode). This model can handle all 

kind of hydrostatic, non-geostrophic circulations, external 

forcings can be included, and thus farms a basic model in mesc

seale meteorology. 
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2.6.3 surface forcings 

In this section, the surface forcing terms which have to be 

included in the model equations (26-32> to describe the terrain

induced circulations, are introduced. 

One type of surface forcing is the density flux at ground level 

due to temperature di Herences and different radiative 

properties <urban-rural regions, land-sea>. The second forcing is 

called mechanica! forcing. It describes the spacial dependant 

deceleration of the background flow caused by turbulent friction 

in the mixing layer between the large scale flow and the ground. 

The third ·forcing is orographic forcing describing the influence 

of orography on the circulation. If all the forcings are set to 

zero, no perturbation circulation will occur and the total 

circulation is the background flow. 

1 density forcing 

The density forcing term is already included in the model 

equations. It is represented in the density equation (30> by 

the density flux at ground surface which is included in the 

turbulent interaction term <between bottem layer and ground). 

(33) forci ng <d..(>, > 
al. 'i; 

~ mechanica! friction forcing 

The linearization is based on a constant background flow. A 

space dependant circulation due to mechanica! turbulent 

friction is included in the perturbation equations by a 

deceleration term for the velocity in the lower layer. 

(34) forc:ing <:,~'> = -u, kc.(x.,'f) 

(35> forci ng ( ~· ) = -v, ~ ( 1(.) '1) .. H 

20 
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~ orographic forcing 

Orographic forcing can be included by an induced vertical 

velocity at ground surface. This extra term in the vertical 

velocity equation formulates the forcing terms in the density 

equations <30,31> and the pressure equation <32>. Consider a 

surface elevation Z.(. inducing a vertic al vel oei ty, (ze,: z.,< XJ'J)). 

1--------- 1: fl 

0 -
-='t-tL...J..! ~t..Jl~....:sL.&-· ... w__....(..,.o~) r-T"-.

''1"''' 

figure 11. induced vertical velocity by a surface elevation 

The vertical velocity at height a is related to the surface 

elevation and the velocity divergence by: 

CL 

<36> ·w (z :a.) = w(o)- f V.'f.. d.-z 
0 

This introduces the next forcing terms: 

<37> forci ng <d. p, > = - '(r (U., ~c. +V, &-ze.) 
eH. <>X ~'1 

(38) forcing (~3) = -r: ( U. ~c. +- V ~e.) 
oH 3 1 ax 1 C>y 

(39) forcing <~· > = öp ~ (u, c)ze. + v, c)2e,.) 
eH ()')C.. ~'1 
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2.6.4 analysis of a single Fourier component 

A schematic model analysis can be caried out by studying the 

steady-state salution of the Fourier transformed equations for 

ene single Fourier mode forced by ene external forcing. As an 

example of the reaction of the model towards a forcing, a 

harmen i c surface den si ty perturbati on ('0 = Re[Q 0 exp <i mx > J is 

taken. Assume that the perturbation density is independant of 

height and search for a steady-state salution without backgro~d 

velocity~ the resulting speetral equations read 
. 

(40) 
~"""' P l~RQ,. r.> (D v )u D o o - ~ + ~a 'f' - ~~ + F'et/ I + i2 (J~ +r V,: 

(41) - ( ~ -t ~'"u) v, 1- ~ V3 - I u.,-::: o 

(42) 

(43) 

(44) 

<45) 

The salution of these equations are <Oerlemans, lit. [3J>,(.( .. -R,ffl 

(46) 

;"; u, ~ :. 
""• : 'D 

- t. ~ .R. t. ' Cf>o / { 5" 'R D't) 

I + ~c, .f~ ""'tR'tr 
s-D"l s- R"D~ 

Here~ ü, is normalized with 0/h to obtain a non-dimensional 
,..... 

solution. From this equation~ it is obvious that U1 is always 

PI/2 out of phase wi th respect to <?fl. Si nee~ for a stabie strat

ification~ ~ is negative~ all terms in the denumerator of <46) 

are positive and thus represent damping mechanism to the induced 
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circulation. These mechanism are resp. with the terms in the 

denumerator, diffusion <=1 while normalized by diffusive time 

scale>, reduction of inflow by the Coriolis acceleration, 

adiabatic cooling over a heat source. If we consider the ratio 

(47a) of the second term in the denumerator of <46) to the third 

term in the denumerator, in most cases the third term will be the 

limiting factor. Also compared to the first term, the third term 

will be more important <47b, characteristic values are: f=IÖ~~-· , 

0= 2S'lrl/s" ,g=IO N/.-,_,1 
, O = -10-~/"""l ,h= 5"00 -rn, ,R= I R,,f,,.) ) . 

<47) 

The salution for U1 becomes then: 

(48) Ll, :::. 

From the equation (46) and <48>, it can be concluded that: 

1 if the atmosphere is more stable <big -r >, the circulation 

will be suppressed, especially for smaller wavelength and 

deeper circulations 

~ The diffusion is most important for ondeep circulations, 

the Coriolis effect can then be neglected 

The Coriolis acceleration does net damp the motion but simply 

turns the wind vector. It can be shown that the mean kinetic 

energy equals: 

For orographic ford ng, the forcing term 0 Q . <44) has to be - it ., ln 
substituted by imU,.,.( Z.e. and the pressure equation <45> has to be 

replaced by 
., 

The h <U1 +U3 ) =U, Zt. salution can be wri tten as: 

f'-~3 l 'n\,_ .e,r tá - ... - *" (50) U., .r- Dt s-A.- sR D'~ • u., Z.e.. 

I+ 
f~R." "'Yf\ ~ ~' <à1" 
5'" 1)'1. .>R l/1 
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It is obvious that there is no phase difference between the 

forcing and its response. This salution is based on a situation 

without adveetion 

U~ d Z _e. I d x. Th is 

with an imposed vertical velocity input 

is net a very realistic situation although 

equation <50> denotes that a stable atmosphere doesn't suppress 

the circulation anymore. In a experiment with orographic forcing, 

a more stable atmosphere will even strengthen the circulation 

which is a result of the imposed vertical velocity independant of 

the stability. 
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~a linear mescseale model with surface forcing 

In this section~ a linear four-level mescseale model is built up 

in agreement with the considerations and results~ presented in 

sectien 2.6.1 to 2.6.3. 

The response of the atmosphere to mescseale surface forcing can 

be described in terms of a perturbation with respect to a 

reference state (the initia! atmospheric flow>. The total flow 

is described by the basic physical eq~ations <eq. 1-4>, 

simplified by the approximations <hydrostatic~ incompressible> 

valid for the atmospheric motions on the meso- and macroscale 

<section 2.1 and 2.5>. Linearizing these equations by decomposing 

each dependent variable according to a<x~y~z~t>=A<z>+a' <x,y,z~t>, 

yields separate equations for the reference and pertubatien flow. 

Applying a constant reference flow <according to geostrophic or 

thermal wind equation>~ the perturbation equations ferm the 

mescseale model. This mescseale model is a dynamica! model which 

integrates in trme the effect of a surface forcing started at 

time t = 0. 
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3.1 geometry of the mescseale model 

The quasi-twodimensional flow makes it possible to divide the 

model atmosphere into vertical layers, decreasing the number of 

coordinates. Sectien 2.6 describes the relevanee of layer models 

in relation te gravity wave phenomena. In this study, a model is 

made composed of four layers which allows a description of the 

essential features of atmospheric flow and restricts the number 

of dependant variables. In relation te a two layer model, a four 

level model represents a more realistic stratification and is 

usefull in describing deeper circulations. Consider a model 

atmosphere with four layers in which the upper surface Zt is 

interpreted as a free surface with small disturbances compared te 

the depth of circulation. The surface elevation is represented by 

Zb. The hills er mountains are lew compared to the total depth of 

the atmosphere. q is vertical coordinate normalized by the height 

of the model. Figure 10 shows the variables and the layer 

structure with layer thickness h=H/4. The model equations are 

derived in sectien 3.3. 

Wt, I pt, --------------------------------- ~~~ 

'\:: ''r.. 
u., v, f, 1f 

P. . ~=0 Q 0 
Wo 1 o .,),_....,l~l--rl --rl --~'I_.,,--..., ~~ -....., --H--,I--I,........:IY'-l7r;--,/~l " ..:: 

/.)u..rfa.c.e. forc. 

figure 10 model geometry and model variables 
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3.2 assumptions 

To summarize ,the model is based on the following considerations 

1 mescseale circulations are generally weak, so linearisation 

around a basic state is appropriate 

~ the curvature of the earth can be neglected 

~ vertical motions are basically weaker than horizontal motion, 

so consider a quasi-twodimensional flow 

i the upper boundary is formed by a free surface (often identi

fied with an inversion>. lts displacement from equilibrium 

induces a small vertical motion 

~ the background atmosphere is constant in horizontal space, so 

the background quantities are only height dependant. a 

horizontal linear temperature profile <or density profile> can 

be added to this model atmosphere 

~ The background flow is related to the background temperature 

profile by the thermal wind equation 

Z the flow can be considered te be incompressible and 

hydrastatic 

~ effects of orography and turbulent diffusion on the total flow 

are taken in account in the perturbation flow 
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3.3 model equations 

The model atmosphere is completely described by the equations for 

the change of the three basic quantities velocity , density , and 

pressure. 

3.3.1 momenturn equation 

Considering a nearly flat circulation in x-y plane and 

introducing a constant eddy viscosity D the momenturn equation in 

one direction read: 

(3.1> 
êu +uêu +vêu = -l~ +fv +Da 2 u 
ät êx ay p ax az2 

The hydrastatic equation is used to relate the pressure gradient 

to surface pressure gradient. With linear exchange of momenturn 

between the model layers and between the lower layer and the 

surface, it is possible to construct the equation for one layer. 

(3.2) êu1 +u1du1 +v1êu1 
at ax ay 

= -l ~o +gH êp1 +fv1 +D (u3-ul) +D (-ul) 
P1ax 4P1ax h 2 h*2 

The perturbation flow is related to the perturbation pressure and 

density gradients and by diffusion to theether layers. In the 

equation . below, the term on the right side is the mechanical 

forcing term describing the x-y dependent interaction of the 

background flow of the lower layer and the surface. The 

deceleration of the background flow is the acceleration of the 

perturbation flow. 

(3.3) 
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3.3.2 density equation 

The density is obtained from the thermadynamie equation: 

(3.4) 
-p 2 RT dS = ó_ S; H dq +dp 

c p dt p c dt dt 
p p 

Adding a linear density profile and constucting the perturbation 

equation for one layer the equation reads: 

(3.5> 

Introduce a thermadynamie coefficient: 

and the continuity equation: 

(3.6) q (q=a) 
a = - !(au +av )dq 
0 ax ay 

The continuity equation is used to relate vertical velocity 

q=dq/dt to horizontal divergence and the effect of orographic 

forcing. Rearranging the terms, with perturbation quantities at 

the left side and with x-y dependent forcing terms at the right 

side, the first term on the right side describes the density 

forcing on ground level. Then the equation for density change is 

obtained. It reads: 

·!~ 1 +U 1 ~~1 +V 1 ~; 1 -i1 ( !~1 +~; 1 ) +R1xu1 +R1yv1 +*2 (p1-P3) +**2P1 

(3. 7) = D po -ll. ( U_1~ +V1~ ) 
h*2 H ax ay 

3.3.3 Pressure equation 

In shallow incompressible flow, the surface pressure perturbation 

is linearly proportional to the vertical displacement of the 

upper surface relative to its equilibrium position <is related to 

the external mode>, so 

(3.8) ~a +U7~0 +V7~0 = bpgHqq=l 
at ax ay 
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Here denotes the density difference across the upper surface 

which farms the inversion level. The vertical velocity is 

calculated from the continuity equation. 

lE_o +U 7lE_0 +V 7lE_0 +t:.p gH ( ~1 +au 3 +au 5 +~7 +av 1 +av 3 +av 5 +av 7 ) 

at ax êly 4 ax ax ax ax ay ay ay ay 

(3.9) = 

3.3.4 complete set of equations for a four level model 

Extending these equations for all the levels, they ferm a 

complete set describing the air flow in the four layers due to 

the surface forcing. The left side can be interpreted as a linear 

matrix acting on the variables Xi. The right side is formed by 

the forcing terms. The equations are listed below <3.10). 

êlu1 +U1êlu1 +V 1au 1 +..!_ ~0 :-~ H êlp1 -fvl +0 (ul-uJl +D Ul a -kb u1 

ät êlx êly R1êlx R1 8 ax h' h*' 

avl +U1êlv1 +V1êlv1 +..!_ ~0 -.s. H êlP1 +fu1 +0 (vl-VJ) +0 Vl . -kb v1 

ät "äië ay R1êly R1 8!Y iï• h*' 

au, +U3~1 +V 1au 3 +..!_~o -.~. !! ( 23Pl +ap l -fvl +0 (2u,-u5-ull . 0 

ät a x 1Y R1ax R3 8 äX äX iï• 

avl +U1av3 +V3av1 +..!_ ~0 -g H 2ap 1 +êlp l +fu, +0 ( 2v ,-v 5 -v 1 l . 0 

ät a x 1Y R,ay R', 8 ( ay êly 
) iï• 

au5 +U 5 au5 +V 5 au5 +..!_ ~0 -.s. !! ( 2apl +23Pl +ap 5 -fvs +0 (2u5-u7-ull . 0 

ät a x ay Rsêlx R5 8 äX a x äX h' 

avs +U5êlvs +Vsavs +..!_~o -.~. !! ( 23Pl +23Pl +êlp 5 ) 
+fu5 +0 (2v5-v7-vl) . 0 

ät äX êly R5ay R5 8 1Y êly 1Y iï• 

au7 +U 7au7 +V, au, +..!_ ~o -.s. !! ( 2êlpl +2apl +23P5 +êlp, -fV7 +0 (u,-u5) . 0 

at ax ay R,ax R7 8 a x a x a x êlx iï• 

~7 +U,av7 +v,~, +..!_ ~0 -.~. !! ( 2êlpl +23Pl +2êlp 5 +êlp 7 ) +fu, +0 (v,-vs) . 0 

at ax ay R,êly R, 8 ay ay ay ay iï• 

.2. apl +U1êlP1 +V1~1 -yl ( ~1 +êlv1 +R1xu1 +R1yv1 +0 (pl-Pl) +0 Pl . 0 Po -yl < u1~ +V1~1 
) h' h*' h*' --::r ax ay I ät a x ay 8 a x ay 

10 ap, +U l!E_I ..v,ap, -y, 2êlul +aul +23vl +êlv 3 +R3XU3 +R3YV3 +0 (2pl-p5-Pl) . -l!. ( u1~ +V1~ 
-at a x ay 8 äX äX 1Y 1Y ) iï• H dX (ly 

11 êlp 5 +UsêlPs +Vs~5 -y5 2êlut +23u, +êlu5 +2êlvl +23vl +~5) +R5xU5 +R5YV5 +0 (2p5-p,-p,) . -u< u1~ +V1~ 
-at äX êly 8 a x a x a x êly ay ay h' H dX (ly 

+U,ap, +V,ap, 2au1 +2êlul +2aus +êlu, +23vl +23vl +2êlvs +av, +R7 U7 +R7yv' +0 (p,-p5) . u1~ +V 
12 êlp, -y, 

êly ay êly 1Y x iï• 
-y, ( 

-ät êlx ay 8 äX äX äX a x ,_.H <lx 

+av 5 +av 7 . àpg u1~ + 
..!l ~0 +U 7 !E_o +V72.E_o +t.p ~ ( au1 ·~l +au 5 ·~, +av 1 +av 3 ) 

at a x ay 4 ax a x a x a x ay ay ay ay dX 
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3.4 the speetral solving methad 

This set of equations can be solved numerically by a Galerkin 

method (Haltiner~ lit. C7J>. The Galerkin procedure represents 

the dependant variable by a sum of functions that have a 

prescribed spatial structure. The coefficient associated with 

each function is a function of time. This procedure transfarms a 

partial differential equation into a set of ordinary differential 

equations for the coefficients. These equations are solved with 

finite differences in time. The speetral method~ which employs 

orthogonal functions~ is a common used Galerkin method. In this 

case with linear equations~ the orthogonal fLtnctions are formed 

by a Fourier-representation. The solution of the set xi can be 

approximated by a finite sum of the orthogonal basis functions. 

Substitution of this solution (3.11> in thesetof equations <3. 

10>transformes the equations to Fourier space <3.12>. A simple 

implicit backward scheme (absolutely stable~ lit. (7]~ page 152> 

is used to integrate these equations numericcally in time \eq. 3. 

13). For each Fourier component there is a set of equations with 

complex matrix M <3.14). The right hand side is formed by the 

previous values of the variables, to which the transformed 

external forcing is added. 

(3.12) ~:' ::. fc x,~······.) x,3) + forc,~l'\.)' 

(3.13) 
i +-Oi t: O( i-tut- H~t-) _1 /) • 

x~ :::x~ +~t t x, J ..... ,x,l +l\l:.~orcc:nca-

_.(,t.ot -i 
M X :: X +Al. for<..Ï.'Y\~ (3.14) 

The salution of this set is obtained by matri:< decomposition and 

linear equation solving methods for complex matrices. While the 

background state is constant in time~ the matrix is also constant 

and decomposition has to be done only once for each Fourier 
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component. Once, the salution in Fourier space is constructed for 

ene Fourier component for the entire integration time, the 

results are stored. Then the next component is dealt with. This 

minimizes central memory requiremments. After this operation, all 

the components on one time are read and transformed with two 

dimensional Fast-Fourier backtransfarm to x-y space. These data 

are stared in permanent files and plotted by a separated program. 
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~ forced mesaseale circulations 

The model described in section 3. is used to simulate several 

kind of mescseale circulations. The first step after having built 

up the model is initializing a model run. The secend step is the 

testing of the model and interpretating the results. 

4.1 model initializing 

Initializing a model run is a very delicate procedure. First, 

introduce a simulation with relevant values for the model 

parameters stratification, inversion level, background flow 

quantities tagether with a suitable model geometry. After this, 

the forcing has to be adapted. The next step is to decide which 

results and in what ranges the results have to be plotted, while 

the number of data produced by one model run is enormous <grid 

40*40, 17 variables<four levels>, 8 integration steps, resulting 

in 217600 data stored). To recieve interpretable results, these 

steps have to be in agreement with each other. 

- initializing surface forcing 

These forcings are spacial functions. It is obvious that the 

maximum of the orographic forcing equals the height of a 

mountain or is a part of it in case of mountain ranges when an 

average flattened mountain shape is important. The maximum of 

the density forcing results from the temperature change at 

ground level caused by heat input. For example, a surface 

temperature increase of 5K coresponds to a density forcing Po= 

-0.02 kg/m . The maximum of the mechanica! forcing K~ is more 

ad hoc. In these investigations, it is determined by a 

relative deceleration of the background velocity per time 

interval: K~=~u 1 /U1 At. Of course, this relative deceleration 

is dependant on the depth of the circulation. For example in 

case of frictional convergence above an island surrounded by 

sea with a model depth of~o 00 m <example in sectien 4.2>, the 

relative deceleration is taken 15ï. per time interval <2 hours) 
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Also the shape of the fcrcing is important~ while it influences 

strcngly the equaticns in Fcurier space. A rcunded flat shape 

without sharp slcpes er even disccntinuities give a sharp Fcurier 

spectrum and thus ~ cnly the first Fcurier modes are important. 

Ccnsider fcr example an crcgraphic circulaticn caused by a 

circular mcuntain with height h and radius a. Such a mcuntain 

can be represented in several ways. A descripticn with the bell

shaped "Witch of Agnesi" given by the fcrmula fcr mcuntain height 

h(!-~): 

has a simple and sharp Fcurier spectrum. The power speeturn 

(square of the absclete value of the Fcurier transfcrm> is 

plctted in figure 13. 

I 

~0 
I 

.75 

----.so..-. 

~ 
.I 

V "' -~ 
V ~ 

~ 
-2 -1 0 I 2 

NORMALllED WAVE NUMBER, ak~ 

figure 13. power spectrum of the "Witch of Agnesi" mountain 

shape. Three quarters of the varience lies between 

the lines marked .75~ and simularly for the ether 

paired lines (after Lilly~ lit. [10]). 

Ccnsider on the other hand a parabalie shaped mcuntain with steep 

boundaries: 

The parabolic- and the bell mcuntainshape are plctted in figure 

14. 
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figure 14. the bell (a) and parabalie (b) mountain shape 

The power spectrum of the parabalie shaped mountain will contain 

more higher modes. The response of the model towards these 

different representated forcings can be sumarized by the kinetic 

energy spectrum of the perturbation 

flow. 
KIN EN x 

KIN EN x :;: 

il z ETOT= .0053 :i ~ ETOT= .0053 
+ ETOT= .0053 
0 ETOT= .0050 

~ X ETOT= .OOY5 : ~l f' ~- + ETOT= .OOY2 
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8 
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figure 15. Kinetic energy spectrum of an orographic forced 

circulation. fu.. forced by a parabalie shaped mountain 

th_ forced by a bell-shaped moLmt ai n. ETDT is the 

total energy at time t (from lower to upper, increase 

of t wi th DT> 

z ETOT= .0236 
~ ETOT= .0231 
+ ETOT= .0230 
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x ETOT= .0187 
+ ETOT= .0183 
<!> ETOT• .0171 
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Camparing the plots shows that in case of a parabalie shaped 

mountain (fig. 15a>, the higher modes are more important <notice 

the different vertical axes ranges>. Also the total kinetic 

energy at time t is different from the bell-shaped mountain (fig. 

15b>. Bath circulations approximates steady-state although net 

with the same speed. A difference in the circulation can be shown 

by the vertical velocity at the free upper surface of the model 

after 40 hours of integration. 
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figure 16. vertical veloeities at the free surface ä circulation 

forced by parabalie shaped mountain. ~ circulation 

forced by a bell-shaped mountain. 

- the integrating time 

The model has te be integrated nearly until a steady-state. 

situation is reached because it is a dynamic model with the 

forcing switcht on at time t=O. For example at t=O, an orographic 

and a geographic friction forcing is started ( at t=O, a mountain 

is placed in a uniform flow>. The circulation around a mountain 

is than described by the steady-state solution. If the damping 

mechanism is net streng enough, it will take a long time until 
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the equilibrium is reached. The turbulent diffusion damps the 

ei reulation and is highly dependant on the depth of the 

circ:ulation. The deeper the c:irc:ulation, how 1 enger i t wi 11 take 

until a steady-state is reac:hed. '1 
1/K<l. =hïD is a diffusive time 

sc:ale and is a measure for the damping time. 

- the periodic: extension 

Another initializing problem is c:aused by the periodic: extension 

of the c:irc:ulation due to the speetral representation of the 

problem. The domain should be large enough so that the 

perturbation doesn•t reac:h the boundary of the domain. Therefore 

,the spacial dimension of the forc:ing should be small c:ompared to 

the wavelenght of the speetral extension. 

4.2 model testing with a heat island c:irc:ulation 

The model is tested for some simple basic: si htations for whic:h 

the salution is known. Here some test are presentated simulating 

a heat island c:irc:ulating. One experiment (1) is c:arried out on a 

grid of 20*20 points, c:overing an area of 100*100 km and 8 time 

steps of one hour. The results of a model run, windfield and 

density pertubatien per layer, ground pressure, and vertical 

velocity of the free surface are calculated for each time step. 

The runs represent a bell-shaped urban heat island, located in 

the centre of the model space, this is a density forcing with a 

maximum amplitude of -0.01 kg/m3. All the background quantities 

in (1) are set to zero except for the density which is set to 1 

kg/m3 for all the layers. The density jump across the inversion 

is set to 0.015 kg/m3 which correspondends to a potential 

temperature jump of about 4 K. 

After some hours the model becomes stationair with convergence 

at ground level and divergence at higher level. Integrated over 

all the levels, the flow is divergent corresponding to a pressure 

minimum and a deseend of the free surface at the centre of the 

urban heat island. These results <ne:<t page> are in agreement 

with the results of the two level model of Oerlemans Clit. (1]). 
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If the scale of the experiment increases, the coriolis force 

becomes important. A test run in a neutral atmosphere ( '( =0 l of 

4000m depth(resulting in a longer integration time> on an area of 

900*900km shows the importance of the coriolis force (exp. 2>. 
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Experiment <3> shows the influence of the stratification. This 

experiment is camparabie to experiment <2> except for an 

exaggerated stable atmosphere (big-~>. Figure 21. shows that 

the circulation is suppressed as a result of the stable 

atmosphere. This effect is also shown by the kinetic energy 

spectra. Camparing figure 22a. and b., the circulation in a 

neutral atmosphere (a) is nat damped whereas the circulation in a 

stable atmosphere <b> is strongly damped especially for small 

wavelenghts (higher modes>. These results are in agreement with 

the theoretica! analysis in sectien 2.6.4. Notice in figure 22 

that in case of a stable atmosphere (b) only the two lewest 

modes are important whereas in case <a> the higher modes are 

relatively more important. 
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stable stratified atmosphere <all ether parameters are 

comparable to experiment 2>; suppressed circulation 
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figure 22. comparision of kinetic energy spectra of experiment 2 

(fig. a) and experiment 3(fig. b). a stable atmosphere 

damps the circulation caused by a heat island 

Experiment (4) shows the influence of adveetion (a background 

flow) including a mechanica! friction forcing on the urban heat 

island experiment. Compared with experiment <2> a westward 

background flow of 2 m/s is introduced tagether with a mechanica! 

friction with a maximum influence of 15ï. per time interval <see 

sectien 4.1). Figure 23 shows the calculated windfieldsin layer 

1 and 4. 
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4.3 mescseale circulations over the Alps 

4.3.1 theory of mescseale flow over mountains in literature 

Many authors 

the basic 

did a lot of fundamental research for understanding 

atmospheric mechanisms and structures of flow over 

mountains. Some models are concerned with orographically induced 

precipitation using non-hydrastatic theory, for example Radditz 

and Khandekar (1979, [11J> or with lee cyclogenesis, for example 

Trevison (1976, [12J). Quite a lot of mescseale models include a 

large amount of physical parameterization for three-dimensional 

flow over orography, for example Mahrer and Pielke <1977, [13J>, 

Warner (1978, [14J>, and Nickerson (1979, [15J>. However, it may 

be difficult to use these complecated mescseale models to 

understand basic atmospheric mechanisms. Therefore it is often 

helpful to werk with rather simple models. For example Vergeiner 

<1978, [16J) who used a linear, hydrastatic mescseale model in 

the z-system symulating the flow over and around the Alps or 

Somieski (1981, [17J> who used a quite simular linear model to 

describe first the flow over a circular mountain and secondly as 

a casestudy, the flow over the Bavarian Hills <Bayrische Wald>. 

A quite simple model is also used by Egger (1983, [18J) to 

describe the flow around the Alps caused by the so called "Alpine 

heat lew", a flow caused by the heating above the Alps. 
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4.3.2 mesaseale flow over a bell-shaped mountain 

Befare describing the flow around the Alps, analog to Somieski 

(lit. C17J>, a flow around a circular bell-shaped mountain is 

considered in order to investigate the effect of stability of the 

atmosphere and the coriolis force on the circulation. The 

experiments are caried out on a grid of 30*30 points representing 

an area of 3000*3000 km. The results are presented on an area of 

2000*2000 km. The mountain has a height of 2500 m and a charac

teristic diameter d of 600 km. Resulting wavelenghts L are in the 

range l/6d <L <5d. The atmosphere is 10 km deep and the 

experiment has an integration time of 40h. The characteristic 

damping time of diffusion <h1 /D) is 35h. The r-effect <variation 

of coriolis parameter with latitude> which can have already some 

effect on this scale of the experiment is nat taken in account 

(because of the linearized equations>. In all the experiments, a 

uniform western wind of lOm/s is imposed. In the experiment with 

a stable stratification, O is set to -lÖS kg/m4 <corresponding 

to a vertical temperature gradient of about 2 K/km below the dry 

adiabatic one>. 

figure 24. the bell-shaped mountain used in the experiments of 

sectien 4.3.2 with height 2500m and a characteristic 

diameter of 600km 
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The effect of the coriolis force is presented in fig. 25. It is 

obvious that in case with f=O, the circulation will be totally 

symetrical. 
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figure 25. ~ circulation with f=O ~ circulation with coriolis 

force taken in account <f=0.00012>, forced by a bell

shaped mountain 

The effect of the stability of the atmosphere is presented in 

figure 27. The ground pressure plots shows that in case with a 

stable atmosphere, the perturbations are more intense. The 

velocity field at the lewest layer doesn't even show any 

disturbance from the background velocity field in case of a 

neutral atmosphere. 
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The c:irc:ulation presented in figure 25b is c:omparable to the 

results obtained by Somieski <see fig. 28). 
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figure 28. wind field at bottorn layer of a bell-shaped mountain 

experiment c:alc:ulated by Somieski <lit. [17J> 
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Although Somieski obtained a decrease of the perturbation field 

intensities with height, the present experiments show at layer 4 

a streng increase in the perturbation fields. Somethimes a kind 

ofoscillation at level 4 results. This may be caused by a weak 

damping mechanism in the equations for layer 4. The adding of 

additional damping terms in every equation with a characteristic 

damping time of 30h doesn•t imprave the results at all. An 

increase of the integrating area may avoid these oscillations. 

4.3.3 simulation of mescseale flow over the Alps 

& topographically forced 

The mesaseale model is used te calculate the influence of the 

Alps on the large scale flow represented on the integration area 

by a constant uniform flow which comes from several different 

directions <W,NNW,NNE,SSE,SSW>. The shape of the Alps is 

represented by some smoothed functions. The maximum width is 1000 

km W-E and 600 km N-S and a maximum height of 2500 m. 

figure 29. the smoothed shape of a mountain area representing the 

orography of the Alps, E-W distance maximum is 1000km, 

N-S maximum is 600km, maximum height is 2500m 
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The experiments are caried out on a grid af 34*34 points 

representing an area of 3400*3400km <western flow experiment on a 

grid of 42*26 points ar 4200*2600km). All theether parameters 

and scales are equal to the experiment with stable stratification 

and coriolis force described in sectien 4.3.2. 

The results of the western wind experiment are presented in 

figure 30. The computed pressure distribution shows a windward 

high and a leeside low. The high-low difference is about 200 N/ml. 

which corresponds to 2mb. This result is consistent with the 

calculations caried out by Somieski [17J and Vergeiner [16J. 
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figure 30. pressure perturbation distribution over the Alps with 

a western wind, notice the windward high and a lee

side low 

Adding this calculated pressure perturbation with a background 

pressure field, this distribution is consistant with the 

observations in that there is a windward ridge and a sharp 

turning of the isobars to the right above the mountain range. 

The calculated windfield in the bottem and Ltpper layer are 

presented in figure 31. 
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figure 31. windfield in the bottem and upper layer over the Alps 

with imposed western wind of 10 m/s 

The asymetric shape and the rather streng influence of the 

eeriel is force on this scale are responsible for different kind 

of circulations resulting from the different directions of the 

background 

di Herent 

flow. The results of the experiments simulating these 

large scale flows are presented on the next pages. 
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figure 34. flow over the Alps with imposed SSE background flow 
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figure 35. flow over the Alps with imposed SSW background flow 
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All the experiments reach nearly steady state within the 

integration time. This is shown by the mean kinetic energy 

reaching constant value after soma time integrating <in kinatic 

energy spectra plots indicated, from down to up an increasing 

time). It is interesting to campare the kinatic energy plots for 

x-directed waves of western wind imposed orographic circulation 

with ether directed orographic circulations <or thermal forced 

circulations, fig.22>. The dip in the spectra at wavenumber 0 

(see figure 36> is caused by the uneven shaped orographic: x-

direc:ted forcing 

contribut i ons 

contribution. 

KIN EN X 

to 

which results in only higher harmonie 

the total solutions and no constant 

KIN EN X 
z ETOT = • 9922 
~ ETOT= • 9772 
+ ETIH= . 9'160 
~ ETOT= • 8885 
x ETOT = • 7903 
+ ETOT= .6421 
6 ETOT= • l.f'l52 
(!) ETOT= • 1972 

z EHlT = l. 0957 
~ ETOT = l. 0848 
+ ETOT=l.0597 
~ ETOT= l. 0108 
X ETOT= • 9237 
+ ETCIT = • 7802 
6 ETOT= • 5659 
(!) ETI.lT = . 2704 

8~~~~--~~~----~~~ 6.00 -6.00 -•.oo -2.00 .oo 2.00 •. oo 
8+-~~~~--~~~~~~~~ 

WflVENUMBER 
-6.oo -•.oo -2.00 .oo 2.1> 

WAVENUMBER 

figure 36. kinetic energy spectra for x-directed wavelenghts of 

the flow over the Alps. 2, western background flow 

~ NNE background flow 
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~ thermally forced; the Alpine heat low 

A different kind of circulation around the Alps can be discovered 

in the absence of a large-scale background flow. In this 

situation, a thermally induced circulation which is much weaker 

than the orographically forced circulation will devellop. 

During the day a lew over the Alps will be found. Such a low 

will nearly always be found under fair weather conditions, at 

least in summer. 

figure 37. the alpine heat low; surface pressure on 6 August 1980 

after Egger, lit. C18J 

This heat lew is caused by the alpine area recieving as much 

insolation as a flat area of the same size. However, there is 

less air te be heated above the Alps than over a plain and, 

therefore, heating rates per unit mass of air are higher above 

the Alps than over the plain. 

The simulation is completely comparable to the e>:periments des

cribed in sectien a just except for the absence of adveetion (no 

background flow>. The density forcing with a maximum of 0.01 kg/~ 
<corresponding te about 2K increase> is switched on at time t=O 

and has the shape of the Alps (fig. 29>. After 40h of integration 

steady state is reached with a 0.25 mb lew almest exactly 
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figure 38. the alpine heat low, a thermally forced circulation 

over the Alps 

contained to the Alps (fig. 38>. At the bottam layer, there is 

cyclonic inflow (fig. 39) and at the upper layers anticyclonic 

outflow. These results are in agreement with the results obtained 

by Egger (fig. 39b). 
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figure 39. thermally forced circulations 
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5. discussion 

The model presented in this report is a general and relatively 

accurate model. The four layers provide in relation to previous 

2-layer models a better vertical resolution of the circulation. 

As the 2-layer linear model developped by Oerlemans~ the Fourier

~epresentation ensures a simple~ insight~ and easy to solve 

description of the problem. In addition, this model can describe 

a general and complex geographical configuration~ and thermal 

wind effect is included. The programs developped during these 

investigations are very insight and easy to extend and handle. 

This is also due to the calculations caried out in complex space. 

The energy picture which includes beneath kinetic also potential 

and dissipation energy facilitates the understanding of the 

circulation. 

The calculating program is fast <the simulations use about 25s 

central processor time on the CYBER> but use a lot of Central 

Memory <CM> and Input/Output time <IO>. The maximum CM of 256K on 

the CYBER restricts the model in 8 time steps integration to a 

maximum of 1300 grid points. 

The main limitations of the model are caused by the linearity 

and the hydrastatic assumption. These assumptions are only valid 

for limited vertical movements and therefore for larger scale 

circulations and limited orographic influence. Improvements can 

be made by the inclusion of nonlinear effects. 

The simulations 

important effect 

prove that the stratification has 

whereas the coriolis effect is only 

a very 

important 

for larger scale circulations. The energy spectra indicates that 

thermally forced circulations are strongly damped by an increase 

of stability espescially for higher modes. This speetral 

selective effect explains the influence of the shape <and thus 

the Fourier-transform> of a forcing. In contradietien to thermal 

forced circulations~ orographically forced circulations are 

strengthened by an increase of stability. Orographically forced 

circulations show a streng increase in the perturbation field 
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intensities at the fourth layer, somethimes even oscillations. 

Additional damping terms in the equations doesn't imprave this. 

This is a problem which arose during the last weeks of the 

investigations and might be a subject for furthur study by 

another student. 

A simulation representing the orographically forced flow over 

the Alps shows a windward high and leeside lew distribution of 

2mb difference in agreement with literature and .observations. The 

flow over the Alps in case of several different meteorological 

large scale conditions is presented in fig. 32-35. Thermal 

forcing above the Alps simulates an alpine heat lew in the 

absence of background flow. All the results of the simulations 

seems quite reasenable in that it describes the essential 

features of mescseale circulations and provide a thrust in the 

model. 

The model and the programs are ready for more complicated and 

realistic experiments. Simulation of the atmospheric circulation 

caused by the islands in the "Waddenzee" would be an interresting 

case-stady and very appropiate for this model. The results can be 

well compared with measured data. As another suggestion for 

further investigations, the characteristics of the bareclinic 

instability can be studied with this model. This might be quite 

unique experiments. 
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Program manual 

************ file JBMESO: 

************ 

program manual 

PROGRAM MESO<INPUT,FILE2=LOC,FILE3=0UT> 

Purpose 
Tc describe a mesc-seale circulation in a model atmosphere 
with linear theory. Large scale meteorological data is input 
for the model. It defines a quasi-constant background 
atmosphere <a horizontal linear temperature profile is 
possible>. The surface influences which can be varied 
completely, forces the circulation and are formulated in the 
main program. The model equations are formulated in 
subroutine SOLVE. With an imposed background atmosphere, 
model parameters, and surface forcings, the program 
integrates the model variables and writes the results on an 
output file. 

Input/Output data 
INPUT data cards at the end of file JBMESO containing the 

information about the background atmosphere, model 
geometry and model parameters 

LOC local file for storing and reading data during the 
calculations 

OUT output file 
i.e. the 
veloei ties, 
for all the 

containing the results of the program run 
integrated horizontal and vertical 
density, and pressure data on the grid 

layers 

Meaning of program variables 

1 parameters 
NX number of points in x-direction of the grid 
NV number of points in y-direction of the grid 
NT number of integrations 
NVAR number of independant variables 
NVART total number of variables <NVAR plus the number of 

layers, i.e. vertical velocities> 

~ complex arrays 
ORGEDE <1 , I , J > 
ORGEDE<2,I,J> 
ORGEDE<3,I,J> 
VAR1MO <L, ~:> 
VAR1TI<L,I,J> 

~ real arrays 
ORGEDR <1 , I , J > 
ORGEDR<2,I,J> 
ORGEDR<3,I,J> 
VAR<l,I,J> 
VARST<M1,M2) 
DENT<K> 

orographic forcing in Fourier space 
geographic forcing in Fourier space 
density forcing in Fourier space 
variables beienging te ene Fourier mode 
variables belonging te ene time interval 

orographic forcing in point I,J of the grid 
geographic forcing in point I,J of the grid 
density forcing in point I,J of the grid 
variabie in point I,J 
background <stationair> quantity in layer M2 
relative change of density forcing on time K 
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EMM<MM,K,M> 

ENN<NN,K,M> 

E<K,M> 

i array indices 
I <1, NX > 

J ( 1, NV> 

K ( 1 ,NT> 
L < 1, NVART> 

L=1,3,5,7 
L=2,4,6,8 
L=9-12 
L=13 
L=14-17 

M1 (1,6) 
M1=1 
M1=2 
M1=3 
M1=4 
M1=5 
M1=6 

M2 <1,4> 
MM,NN 
M M=1 

M=2 
M=3 

2 model geometry 
XLEN 
YLEN 
TLEN 

program manual 

to density forcing on time 1 
total energy on time K for mode MM (integra-
ted over NN 
total energy on time K for mode NN (integra-
ted over MM 
vertical integrated energy for mode <MM,NN> 

sequence of points in x-direction integration 
area or sequence of Fourier modes 
sequence of points in y-direction integration 
area or sequence of Fourier modes 
sequence of integration intervals 
pointer for a model variabie 
u velocity x-direction for resp. layer 1,2,3,4 
v velocity y-direction for resp. layer 1,2,3,4 

density in resp. layer 1-4 
p surface pressure 
w vertical velocity of surface above the layers 
pointer for the background<stationair> quantities 
U background velocity x-direction 
V background velocity y-direction 
R background density 
Rx background density gradient x-direction 
Ry background density gradient y-direction 

thermadynamie coefficient 
layer number 
sequence of Fourier modes in x resp. y direction 
indicates Kinetic energy 
indicates Potential energy 
indicates Dissipation energy 

and integration 
length of the x-axis<m> 
length of the y-axis<m> 
total integration time<s> 

2, model parameters 
D 
H 
Heff 
G 
F 
DRHO 

eddy diffusivity coefficient 
model thickness; mean height 
effective depth of turbulent 
gravitational acceleration 
coriolis parameter 
density difference across the 

**************** 
SUBROUTINE SOLVE 

**************** 

of inversion above surface 
boundary layer 

upper surface 

SUBROUTINE SOLVE<MM,NN,ORO,GEO,DEN,NT,E> 
OlMENSION E<NT,3> 
COMPLEX ORO,GEO,DEN 

Purpose 
To integrate the model equations in Fourier space. This is 
done by solving the set of NVAR linear complex equations 
A<L,j)Xj=FORC<L> for every time step. FORCE<L> consists of 
the sum of the forcing terms on time K and the salution Xj on 
time K-1. This subroutine has to be performed for every 
Fourier mode. The results are written on a local file and 
used in the main program. 
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Input parameters 
MM the first dim. of the mode for which the set is solved 
NN the secend dim. of the mode for which the set is solved 
ORO orographic forcing belonging to mode <MM,NN> 
GEO geographic forcing belonging to mode <MM,NN> 
DEN density forcing belonging to mode <MM,NN> 
NT number of time integrations 

Output parameter 
E array containing the vertical integrated energy for one 

Fourier mode <MM,NN> om time K. M=l indicates Kinetic 
energy, M=2 indicates Potential energy, M=3 indicates 
Dissipation energy. 

Internally called subroutines 
subroutine LEQT1C of the IMSL library 

**************** 
SUBROUTINE MYFFT 

**************** 
SUBROUTINE MYFFT<AR3,AC3,N1CONR,N1CONC,N1R,N1C,N2,N3,ISN> 
COMPLEX AC3<N1C,N2,N3) 
OlMENSION AR3<N1R,N2,N3) 

Purpose 
To compute a two-dimensional Fourier transferm of the secend 
and third dimension of a three-dimensional complex array. The 
inverse transformation can also be done. 

Input parametèrs 
AR3 OlMENSION AR3<N1R,N2,N3>. Contains if ISN > 0 in the 

secend and third dimension the data for which the 
transferm has to be computed. 

AC3 COMPLEX AC3<N1C,N2,N3). Contains if ISN < 0 in the 
secend and third dimension the coefficients of the 
transform, for which the inverse transformation has to 
be performed. 

NlCONR Indicates which sequence of data of the real array 
has to be or is transformed. 

NlCONC Indicates which sequence of data of the complex data 
has to be or is transformed. 

NlR The number of data sequences of the real array 
NlC The number of data sequences of the complex array 
N2 Number of data values stored in the secend dimension 
N3 Number of data values stored in the third dimension 
ISN ISN=+l: normal Fourier transferm 

ISN=-1: inverse Fourier transferm 

Output parameters 
AR3 OlMENSION AR3<N1R,N2,N3>. If ISN < O, AR3 contains in 

the secend and third dimension the computed data by 
inverse transformation. 

AC3 COMPLEX AC3<N1C,N2,N3). If ISN > O, AC3 contains in 
the secend and third dimension the computed Fourier 
coefficients. 

Internallv called subroutines 
Subroutine FFTMCF<G70703) of the ACCULIB. 
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*********** file JBPLOT 

*********** 

program manual 

PROGRAM PEPLOT<INPUT,FILE99=PLOT,FILE3=0UT> 

Purpose 
To plot the windfield, the presure and density pertubatien 
and vertical veloeities calculated by JBMESO and stared in 
OUT. The layers and time-integrations which are to be plotted 
are optional. A part of the data field can be plot by a zoom 
procedure. 

Input/Output data 
Input - Data statements containing the contour levels for 

which the presure, density and vertical velocity 
data are to be presented 
Conditional statements in program indicating the 
layers and the time-intervals for which the data are 
to be plot 

OUT File made by program JBMESO containing the to be 
plotted data; input for JBPLOT 

PLOT Plotfile containing the plotinstructions; output for 
program JBPLOT 

Meaning of program variables 

1 parameters 
NX,NY 
NT 
NXZOOM 
NV ZOOM 
MAXMOD 

number of points in x resp. y direction of the grid 
number of integrations 

number of points in x resp. y direction of 
the grid for which the data are to be plot 

the maximum of the modes for which the energy 
spectrum is plotted 

NCL number of contour levels 

~ arrays 
U,V,RHO,P,W,ORO<I,J> 

I (l,NX> 
Arrays containing the data calculated by 
program JBMESO 

J<l,NY> 
UZOOM,VZOOM,RHOZOOM, Arrays 
PZOOM,WZOOM,OROZOOM<I,J> 

I<l,NXZOOM> 

containing the to be plotted 
data 

J<l,NYZOOM> 
ALVLRHO,ALVLP, 
ALVLW<NCU 

X<NXZOOM>,Y<NYZOOM> 

EMM<MM,K,M> 
ENN<NN,K,M> 
E<K,3> 

Arrays containing the values of the 
contour levels 

Arrays containing the sequence of axes
points for the contour plots 
total energy on time K for mode MM resp 
NN 
vertical integrated energy for one mode 
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~ p 1 at geometry 
XLEN,YLEN 
INTT 
VMAX 

and intervals 
size of grid, used for sealing x,y axes 
length of time interval in hours 
velocity for which the arrow in the plot 
equal length as the the grid interval 

Internally called subroutines from libraries 

has 

THREED three dimensional plotprocedure of the FXY-LIB 
several Fortran plotsubroutines of the PLOTLIB 

***************** 
SUBROUTINE PLWIND 

***************** 
SUBROUTINE PLWIND<U,V,NX,NY,RST,VMAX,INTT,K,M,TEXT,ISC> 
OlMENSION U<NX,NY>,V<NX,NY>,TEXT<4> 

Purpose 
To plot the windfield ~=<u,v> on a rectangliar grid of NX*NY 
points for a given layer and time-interval. 

Input parameters 
U,V arrays containing the x resp. y components of the to 

NX,NY 
RST 
VMAX 

INTT 
K 
M 
TEXT 
ISC 

be plotted velocities, right and up is positive 
number of the to be plotted arrows in x,y direction 
grid interval length in meter 
velocity for which the arrow in the plot has equal 
length as the grid interval 
length of a time interval in hours 
number of time intervals 
number of the layer 
camment per plot, stared in 
scale factor; if ISC=1, the 
is the same as the value of 

data statements 
length of the axes in cm 
NX,NY 

internally called subroutines 
several plotroutines of thè PLOTLIB 

*************** SUBROUTINE ZOOM 

*************** 
SUBROUTINE ZOOM<A,AZOOM,Nl,N2,N1ZOOM,N2ZOOM> 
OlMENSION A<Nl,N2>,AZOOM<N1ZOOM,N2ZOOM> 

Purpose 
To decrease the number of array points by centered zoming 

Input parameters 
A 
Nl,N2 
N1ZOOM,N2ZOOM 

Output parameter 
A ZOOM 

the to be zoomed array 
array boundaries of A 
array boundaries to which A has to be zoomed 

array after zoom procedure 
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***************** 
SUBROUTINE MYCNTR 

***************** 
SUBROUTINE MYCNTR<,,,,,,,TEXT,M,K> 
OlMENSION TEXT<4> 

Purpose 

pregram manual 

Tc plot contour pictures of data fields. This procedure is 
copied from procedure CNTR2S from the ACCULIB. The lay-out of 
the produced picture is changed and some parameters are 
added. For basic structure and information, see ACCULIB 
manual. 

Added input parameters 
TEXT array containing the information indicating the purpose 

of the contour plot 
M number of layer 
K number of time intervals 
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c 
c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

100 

c c 
c 

c 
c 
c 

110 

112 

115 

310 

P RC GRAfl !"Ei\ ES 0 ( Hl Pl!T 1 CUT PUT, Ili1 TAP El• Ith LOC 1 TAPE 2= LOC' 
+ nUTITAPE3=0UTl 

PARAM6TER 0\X=421.HY=26,t!T=8) 
PARMI-TER (t!X2=!:xtz,NY2=nY/2) 
PARM1 ËTER ( ~: X2iH=t:X2-1., IIY2tU=t!Y2-:'..) 
PAP.AM::TEP. (l!VAF.=13 tiVAP.T:o17l 
c :J ~ 1 r L t x oP c c o c < :1, t: ~, n Y > 1 vA R M o ow AR r 1 t 1 n 1 v AR 1 r r < N v Ar r 1 ~~ x , n Y > 
D Hl EtlS I 0 H IJP. G[ D R ( 31 N X1 tiY) l V AR ( 11 N X, N Y) 1 E OI T, 3) . 
DI t1 Etl310t\ Ei\M ( -LX2H1: !.\X2~1.LJI'{T J 3), !:tltl ( -NY 2M 1 :t!Y 2M lJ tlT I 3) 
C Ol1MDll VAP.S T ( 6, 4) .1 XL EN, Y LEI;, TL E th D 1 H, HE F"F, G, F, DR HO, (l ENT (NT) 

================·=·=·= 
IllPilT HODEL PAP.AMETERS 
====================== P. U.O * .1 X lE Nt YLEtl.1 TLE ~:, o, H, HE FF ,_c, F 1 DRHO 
PRil1T *" 'LEd(X,Y,T)= 1 ,XLHit,YLEtl,TLEN 
PP.HIT *''D=',D'' H=''H'' HErF= 1 ,HEFF,' G=',G'' F=•,F 
P?.:t\T *' 1 DRllO=•,DP.HD 
========··~===·====·· 
Itl PUT BAC KGROUt!D STA TE 
===================·= 

==========================c=========• 
Tt~PUT THIE DEPEilDAt<CE DEtiSI,.Y FORCitlG 
===========•=========•============•=a 
RE:A!ï *,~(DE~IT(U,Y.=:,nT> 
po.It;T *' 1 DEt·iT(K) •,OEtH 
•=====•=•==••=•=••••c•••=•••• 
SPACIAL FORCillC DISTRIBIIT!Ot!S 
=========================·=== 
D 0 110 t~ = 1" 3 

DO 110 ~ = 1, tiY 
DO l.LO I=:L"t\X 

OP.GE!"IR nh !1 J) =0. 
CO!!T HIUE 
RX=,5E6 
P.Y=.30E6 
P.XKH=P.X**2 
RYr.\./=RY**Z 
X~l=XLEN/ Z 
yt; = Y L E t1 I "' 
DX=XLr:t!I~X 
DY=YLEn/NY 

~1X=4 
~1Y=2 
DIJ 112 I=t:xz-nx,~txz-NX/2 

+ 

+ 

DO :! ., J =tlY2-tlY t1Y2+t1Y 
z=T<RXKW-(~*bX-XM>**~)/RXKW)* 

( (RYr.H-<J*DY-yt;)**2)/P.YKW) 
ORGEDR(3,I,Jl•-O.Ol*Z 

C CJn THIUE 
t1Y=l 
P.Y= .15E6 
RYK\l=P. Y**2 
Yi1=YLrttl2+,, E6 
DO ll~ J. =l·iX~-f1X/ 2+ l1 ~IX2+ MX 

DfJ 115 J=tlY2+1-1\Y,!lY2+1+11Y 
Z=((RXKW-(I*DX-XH)**2)/RXKW)* 

((RYKW-(J*DY-YMl**2}/RYKW) 
ORGCDR(3;IIJ)=-O,Ol*Z 

C 'l!\T IHUE 
DIJ 310 I=l,ttX 

1.H:ITC (3) (OP.GH:R(3,:,J>,J=1JNY) 
cm\Till''C 



c 
c 
c 

120 
c c 
c 

820 

830 
810 

140 

150 

160 

170 
c 
c c 

190 

+ 

+ 
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==:=~··====···===·········==·=·=······· 
FOURIER TRM!SFORJ1 FOP.CitlG DISTRIB~JTIOtiS 
======================================· 
DO LW tl =l.t.3 

CAL L lfY' ~FT (OP. GE DR, !'JRG ED E .. dh H, 3, 3, NX, fiV, 1) 
CONTINUE 
=============================== 
SOLVIHG EQUATiotlS fOl!RIER SPACE 
·=====·===·=======·=========··· 
DO 810 K=l.tllT 
DO 810 M=1 3 

DO 82 0 ftrt•-tiX2!:1" tlX2tll 
EM~I ( i'-\tl.r K, M) •0. 

Cot!TitlUE 
DO 830 N~~·-NY2Ml,NY2Ml 

EtiN ( tH , K, ~t) •0. 
CONTINUE 

CONTitlUE 
na 140 I=:"r:xz 

!':10 140 J=l,tlY2 
tl~1 =I -1 
tlti=J-l 
CALL SDLVE (t-;~1~ tHl.t,ORGEDE (l( I.r J) ,ORGEDE (2, I, J ), 

JP.CEDt:(3,I,J), !T,E) 
DO 140 K•l1 t~T 

DJ 1 40 t-1= ~I 3 
EMMTMM~K,R>=EMMCMM,K,M)+E(K,M) 
Etnl ( tit\1 K, 1'1) • Etltl C tltl.r K, ~1) +E {V., M) 

+ 

+ 

C OI!T ItlliE 
DO 170 I =1, ~lX2t11 

DO 170 J=l, tlY2lü 
f1M=-I 
t!N•-J I 

CALL SOL VE O'lrl.t ~\I!, ORG EDE ( ltNX+l-I, NY+l-J), ORGEOE ( z, NX +1-I, NY~ 

Do 
l"':'J4JQRCEDEC3,NX+l-I.ttlY+l-J),NT.tE> I' 

1 '?0 ~.= ... " t, T 
Del 170 11•1"3 

~nninn~~~nJ:~nni~~~~~n~:~~~~~J 
cmtT HittE ========····=====·==·=·····=·==········ CHANGE DATA TO ARRAY VARlTI ON miE TIME 
================================··===== 
DO lllO I=l,NX 

DO l<?Q J=l,liY 
oo ,~R_L=r,,NvART iJ A,.~ T"I L1 !, J =0. 

CJtiTitlll[ 
DO 200 K•,,t!T 

P.EWHlD(2) 
L10 210 I=l,tlX2 

DO 210 J=l,nY2 P.EAD {2) VARH10 
DO ~i~.:.fÏr(~:f:JT=VARltmCL,v.> 

210 COtiT:NUE 



220 

230 

240 c 
c c 

260 

250 c 
c 
c 

c 
c c 

?.AO 

270 
200 

+ 
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DO 22C. I=l,I:X2t'l 
D1 220 J •l~ t·;Yz 

READ(2) VhRlHO 
DO 220 L=l~ttVAP.T 

VAF'.l T! ( L • .t~X+l-I, J) =VAPlt~O ( L, K) 
CO!ITHIIIE 
DO 230 !=l"tiX2 

DO ~30 J =:t~ t;Y~~~ r.EJ.l)(ZJ ,t ... H;O 

DO ij~~l~itf~Ï~~~+l-J)•VARlMO(L,K) 
CJtiTINUE 
[)O Z40 I=lJLX2Ml 

LJD 240 J=l.ti<Y2Ml 
F.EAD(2) VAR.lMO 
DO 240 L•l1 NVART 

VARlTI(L,NX+:-I,NY+l-J)=VARlMO(L,K) 
Cot:TI~lUE 
=========a=•=•=====•~====•=====•=a= 
BACKTR.At\SFOR!1 !'nRIZDrlTAL VELOCITIES 
·=·······=·····=·=·········~===·=== 
f'O 250 t12=l, 4 

DO 250 Ml=ls2 
IF OU.EQ,l) TllEN 

L•2*M2-l 
ELSE 

L=2.*M2 
E11DIF 
CALL HYffT(VAR,VARlTI,lJLJliHVART,NX,NY,-1) 
DJ 260 I•l,~IX 

DO ~~fci;t~~1=VAPST(Ml,M2)+VAR(l,I,J) 
COilTI!lUE 

WRITF. (3) VAR 
CONTINUE ============================= 
DACKTRANSFO~M OTHE~ VARIABELS 
•=======m====2=============•• 
D 0 2 7 0 L .. ()I tW ART 

ÇALL MYFFT('Á'AR,VAP.lTI,l,L,l.t~lVAP.T,nX,NY,-1) 
.~:F CL.LT.tlV P.) THEN =================·==·======== 
ADDI!lG LHIEAP. PROFILE DEI\SITY 
•••••===•=••==••••••m=••••••• 
DO :eo I=l,N>: 

DO 230 J=l,lW 
IJ AR (1, I, J) =V AR ( l.t I, J) +VAR$ T ( 4, L-8) *X LEil* I/ NX 

+VARST(5,L-8)*YLEN*J/NY 
Cot\T!tiUE 
Ell:,:c 
WRITE (3) VAR 

Cot\Trtl!JE 
cm!TII!UE 
\-/RITe: (3) EMt1 
\-/RITE (3) Ellll 
Et!~ 

74/855 nPT=C,ROUtiD= A/ S/ M/-D,-DS FTN 5,1+628 

C**************************************************************** 

SL' B P. OUTI HE S fJL '.'E U:Mf Ntll DROL GE 01 DEN1 NT 1 E) 
PARAi1CTER (t;VAF.=l3( WAKT•l7) 
COMPLEX OROlGEo,or l 
COr-tDL~X FO~C(t:V.\P.),ACtlVAF.,nVAF.),VARlMOCNVAP.T,8l 
COMPLEX APV(4l,;cAEM(4)"!GAMN(4),GMR(4),GHR(4) 
CJ~~PLEX c;:_,c:t, r:.or, INDT, Z 
REAL I'.AÓI<'.B"i<.ADT,KODT 
D I ; 1 E tl S ! , t l WA ( t\ V AR ) , E 0: T 1 3 ) , V A B S ( lW A R T> 
c 1 1 ~fl[)! \ V AP.: T ( 6, 4) I XL E! I, y LEF, TL[ ti, DI H I HEF f I G, f I OR HO, D EtlT ( 1) 



c c 
c 

500 
c 
c c 

510 

===========-
DEFINITIOI~S 
=========== 
PI=3.141.59:' 
Mt1 =-i1t1 
Ntl=-1\tl 
Xt1= 2 *PI *Hf"\ IX LEt! 
Yti= 2*P I*tHI IYLEtl 
D T =,. L EN /tl T 
~·.A= DI ( ( H I 4 l * * 2 ) 
Y. B =DJ (HE FF ** 2) 
t<.A::>T=KA*f'IT 
Y.BDT=KB*DT 
FDT=F*DT 
G~1 =C HP LX ( 0 ., XM*G*H*!:'T) 
G I I= c t1 ° L x ( 0 ' I y 11 * G *I'* D T ) 
IMDT=CMPLX\Q,,XM*DT) 

MESO 

INDT=CMPLX(O.,YN*rT) 
DO 500 r;=l,4 ADV n~) = C NP LX ( 0., OT* ( Xt!*VARST (1, M) +YN*VAR ST ( z, M) ) ) 

GMR(M)=-GM/VARST(3,M)/4 
Ci!R(t:)•-GII/VARST(3,tl) 14 
T GMHl U\) =-FIDT*VARST ( 6, M) I 4 
:GAt-Hl ( ~;) =-H\DT*VA!='~S T ( ó, ~~) /4 

CO!ll InttE •=====•=•a===•== 
FILLING MATRIX A 
================ 
DO 510 L=lit;VAR 

01 510 d=l,IWAP 
A(L,i1)=0. 

CDt!TI!lUE 
A(l,l)=l+ADV(l)+KADT+KBDT 
A(l,2~=-FDT A (1, 3 =-i<.ADT 
A(l,9 =GilP.(l)/2 
A{l,lJ)=I!lDTIVAPST{3,1) 
A(2,:'..)=FDT 
A(2,2)=l+ADV(l)+KADT+KBDT 
A ( 2, 4) =-V.AOT 
A ( z, 9) = G tl P. (l ) I 2 
A(2,13)=:t:DT/VA:ZST(3,1} 
A ( 3, 1 ~ •-I<ADT A(313 =l+ADV(2)+2*KADT 
A(3,4 =-F!)T 
A(315)=-KADT 
A ( 3 I () ) = c t1P ( 2 ) 
A ( J1 l 0) = G~~ R ( ~) I; 
A ( 31 13) =I. !DT t VAl". ST ( 3, 2) 
A(412)=-KADT 
A(4,3)=FDT 
A(4,4)=l+AOV(2)+2*~ArT 
A(4,6)=-KADT 
A(419)=Gt\P.(2) 
A(4110)=GilP.(2)12 
A(4,13)=IIlDTIVAP.ST(312) 
A(5,3)=-I'.ADT 
A(515)=l+ADV(3)+2*KADT 
A~5~6iz-FOT A 517 =-KADT 
A :;,q =Gt1r.C3) 
A(5110~=Gi1R(3) 
A(51ll =C~R(3)12 
ACS1l3 =!MOT/VARST(313) 
A ( 614 ~ •-Y.ADT 
A(615 =FDT 
AC616 =l+ADV(2)+2*KADT 
AC61B)•-KADT 
A(61':l)=GtlR{~) 
A ( 6, 10) = Gt: P. ( 3) 
A(ólll)•Cl\R(3)12 
A ( 6, •. ~ ) = I l! D TI V ARS T ( 3, 3 ) 
A ( 7, ::• l =-I'.ÀDT 
A(717i=l+ADV(4)+KAOT 
A(7,8 =-FDT 
A(-,19 =GM~.(4) 
A(7110)=C;~R(4) 
A(71ll)=Ci1P.(4) 
A (...,, 12) = C~Hd 4) I 2 
A ( 7 I 13 ) =Hl 0 T /IJ A P. sT ( 3, 4 ) 



c c 
( 

520 
c c 
c 
c 
c c 

c 
c 
c 

540 
c c 
c 

550 

560 
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i~~;9~:F~~DT 

A(8,12 =Gt\R(4)/2 

A(8,8)=l+ADV(4)+KADT 
A(t',<l)=Ct\RC4) 
AC8,10l=Gt\P.C4l 
A(B,1ll=Gt\R(4) 

A(8,13 =H~DT/VAP.ST(3,4) 

~~~~~~:I8~Un~i~~~:~i~~f~~~!J:Bf 
A(9,9l=l+ADV(l)+KADT+KBDT 
A{C'lQ~=-KADT A 1 0, .._ = + G Mlt \ ( ;:: ) 
t, 10,2 =.GAt1tl(2) 
A (10, 3 ~ = I G A!1:l ( 2) I 2 +VA P. ST ( 4, 2) *OT 
A(l0.,4 =IGMHI(2) /2+VARST(5,2l*DT 
A ( lC', 9 =-Y.ADT 
A(lO,lO)•l+ADV(2)+2*KADT 
A ( 1 0, 1.1} =-KA D T 
A(ll,l)=IGAMMC3) 
A (11, :q = IGM\tl ( 3 ~ 

~~it~i=t~~p~~~~ 
A ( :1, 5b= IGAi1H ( 3) I 2+VAP.ST ( 4, 3) *DT 
A q ,I' 6 = IGAi"HI ( 3) /2.+VARST (5, 3 l *DT 
A<- ,1 )•-I'.ADT 
A(ll,lll=l+ADV(3)+2*KADT 
A(ll,l2)=-KADT 
A (12, 1) = !GM!iH 4 l 
A ( 12, 2 l "'I GA!~~~ ( 4 l 
A(12,3)=IGA~M(4) 
A(l2,4l=IGAt1tl(4) 
A(l2,5l=IGAMtH4l 
A ( 12" 6) =I GA ~Hl ( 4} 
A~l2,7)=IGAMM(4}/2+VARST(4,4l*DT 
A l2,Bl=IGAM~(4)/2+VARST(5,4l*DT 
A :'.2,11)=-fi.AflT 
A(l2,l~l=l+ADV(4)+KADT 
A(l3Jlt=A(l3,3}=A(l3,5l=A(l3,7)=GM*DRH0/4 
A(l3J?~=A(l3l4l=A(l3,6l=A(l3,8)=Gt\*DP.H0/4 
A(l3J~3)=l+AUV(4) 
==================== 
~ATRIX ~ECOMPOSITION 
============~==·===· 
CALL LEQTlC(A,!~VAP,tiVAR,FOP.C,l.ttlVAP.,l,HA,IER) 
DO 520 L=:,t!VAR 

For.C<Ll=O, 
CQl!"'"If!IJ[ 

TI~lC HITEGRATIDN 
================ 
~o 530 ~:=1., t:T 

+ 

=··======•=•t: 
FORC !tiG TEP.ttS 
============= 
Forr.ClJ=FDRC(lJ-VARST(l,ll*DT*GEO . 
FOPC~2l•FORC~2l-VARST(2,ll*DT*GEO 
~8~EtîbiE~~~~7 ~~~R~~~f~tei~~f~~;~~~b~~7~ARST( 6 ' 1 >*DRO/H 
F ORC ( 11 J = F OF.C ( 11 J -ADV~ 1 J *VARS T ( 6, 3) *ORO /11 
FDRC(l2 =FDRÇ(lZ -A~V 1 *VARST(6,4)*0RO/H 
FOP.C ( 13 =FDr.l.. (13 +AD'/ 1 *ORHO*G*ORO 
=====··~·=·==·········· L!t!CAR EQUATIDN SDLVItiG 
=============·=====·==· CAL~ LEQTlC(A,!VAP.,ti\'AR,FOP.C,l,NVAR"2,WA,IERl 
D·J ;;-40 L•:..,t:VAP 

'I ARl:lO ( LJ 10 = FORC ( L) 
CmiTit;UE =============================== 
CALCI.lLATir!C VCRTICAL VEVJCITIES 
=======••=====a•=•=•m•===•===== 
Z=((t,,Q,) 

DO ~Ä~lhCJt(IC~~ l ~!~~:~~ê~PL X ( 0, .tl• ) /4* ( Xrt*F ORC ( 2* L-2*NVAR-1) 
+Yti*F ORC ( 2* L-2*t1VAP) ) 



c c 
c 

565 

566 

1 

570 

, 
::; 
.... 
3 
4 
5 
6 .., 

575 
530 
c c 
c 

MYF!=T 

c 

c 
c 
c 

810 

c c 
c 

R20 

c 
c 
c 

830 

840 

MESO 

================== 
EliEP.GY CALCULAT:ON 
===·==========·=== 
DO 56.5 H•l13 

E1Kt.:1l =v, 
C OtiT ~!liJ E 
DO 566 L=:1t:'.'AP.T 

VABS(l)=CABS(VARlHO(LIKll 
CotiTINUE 
DO 570 '1=114 

E(Kill=ECK1l)+(VABSC2*M-ll**2+VABS(2*Ml**2) 
*VAPSTC31M)/2 

E<Kr2>=E(K~2l+G*VARST(3,M)*VABSC13+M) 
C nt\TI t;. JE 
DO 575 ~1=1,2 

E ( J· .1 3 ) = E ( V.~ 3 ) + V ARS T ( 3 1 1 ) * ( !<. A* IJ AB S ( M ) * ( V A B S ( 2 + t1 ) -V A B S C M l ) 
- r. B l{c V ABS Ci·l l * * 2 > 
+VARSTI3JZl*KA*VABSC2+Ml* 

(VABS 4+Ml-2*VABSC2+Ml+VABSCMll 
+VARST 313l*KA*VABS(4+Ml* 

(VABS(6+Ml-2*VABSC4+M)+VABSC2+M)) 
+VARSTC314l*KA*VABS(6+Ml* 

(VABSC4+M)-VABSC6+M)) 
CO!ITinllE 

C Dt!T Il!UE 
================= STORING VAR!ABELS 
==========·====== 
WRITE (2) VARLID 
Et!D 

74/81); CPT=O,ROUtiD= A/ S/ t1/-D~-os FTN 5.1+628 

************************************************************ 
SUB RÇJVTH;[ r: y~~ T ~ AP;~' ~c 31 til c ot\R, tllC otiC I tllP I NlC' N2t t\31 !S~I) 
PARAdt3Cr. ( ,n._-4._, ~.~;3-26) 
c oMo LEx AC 3 w:.c Nz1 H3 > 1 AC2 om21 ntl3 > 
0 I l~ [I· IS IOtl AR 3 ( tllP., il2, tl3) 1 ÄF. 2 <tlr-121 tl N 3}" AC I ( Nt!2, tH-1 3) 
============================== 
TRAtiSF"OR.f~AT!Jtl TO FOURICRSPACE 
======================~====··· 
Ir (ISti.GT.O) TliE~l 

[)O 810 !=l,t·~2 
DO 810 J =1, ::3 

ACI(I,J)=O, 
AR2(I,J)=AR3CN:CONR~I,J) 

CotlT:t:UE 
C Al l FF T 1·1 CF ( AR 21 AC I 1 t! 2 * N 3, N 21 N 2 .r I S tl ) 
C /\L l FFT~:c r ( AR2, AC I.r t12*N31 ~~ 3, N2*t131 IS tl) =================================s===== 
SCALING THE COt,iPLEX FOURIERCDEFFICIENTS 
====================·========···=······ 
DO 820 I•l1t\2 

DO 820 J=l.d~3 
AC 3 c n: c or.:c,!, J > =01P L x c AR2 <I, J >,Ac I c I 1 J > > 1 N2 n13 

CO!ITI!lllE 
EL~E ====================== 

HIV EP.$ E TRAliS FOR~IATIOtl 
===============••=es•= 
DO 1330 I=1,t;z 

DO 830 J=:.,N3 
AR2 ( ~, J) =RE AL( AC 3 ( NlC DtlC, I, J) ) 
ACIC!,J)=A!MAG(AC3(NlCONC,!,J)) 

C mtTitWE 
C 1\ l L F F T 1·1 C f ( AR 2 1 AC I , tt 2 * t t 3 1 t! 2, llZ1 I S ti ) 
~AlL r FJt-:C F ( AP.2, AC I,! 12*tl3.~!t3, N2*tl3,! St I) 
tJO 840 J.=l,ti2 

DO 840 J=l,t!3 
AR3 {tllC1t!R, I1 J) =AR2 (I, J) 

COilTitiUE 
H!BIF 



PLOT 

PF.~LOT 741q55 OPf=Q,RGuND= A/ S/ ~/-0,-DS FT~ 5.1+62d 05/ 
CT,ARG=-CQMMON/-FIXEO,CS= US~R/-FIXEO,Ob=-Td/-53/-Sl/ ER/-10/ PMD/-ST,-AL, 

c =============== 
C INITlALIS!TlONS 
c =============== 

c c 
c 

lû0 

llî 

,. 
'· c 
c 

112 

XL::\1=42'JOOOO. 
Yl~'l=260üOOO. 
t'JTT=lO 
V~"tAX=?C. 
RST=XLF"'/"JX 
GDii)=.TPIJC:. 
AXt:S=.TRu;::. 
~IJ.'I=l 
'IOI~IT=4 
XAX=NXZOr'JM/3 
YAX=NYZCEJM/3 
==================== 
T\IT<~OUCI~G x,Y-AAES 
==================== 
DO LOO I=l•NXZOOM 

X(Il=I*XLEN/NX/luOO 
C!l"'TINUI= 
00 110 J=l,~YZOOM 

Y(Jl=J*YLEN/NY/1000 
CO'-!TINUI= 
Xf':'(T:Il(-AS (;("1) I 

LXT=>3 
YHXT='Y-AS(I<"<\) I 
LYT:q 
============== 
PL JT !1ROG~AP'-IY 
============== 
ULJ 112 I=l,NX 

~EAQ (~) (ORO(I,J),J=l,~Y) 
CO"'TINUc: 
CALL zon~<O~J,QRQLOOM,'IX,iY,NAZORQ,'IYLO~O) 
CALL NA"~PLT 
CALL DLQT(O.,Q,-3) 
CALL TYREEDCJRJLOOM,NXZO~J,NxZORO,NYZGRO,d.,-7Q.,30.,15.,10.) 
CALL I=NQPLT 



PLOT 

c ========================== 
C PLOTTT~G ~F DATA AT T!Mé K 
c ========================== 

c c 
c 

130 

c c 
c 

1 5 0 

+ 

1 
2 

D!"J 120 '<'=l,·H 
riO 130 M:l,4 

============== 
PLOT ..JlNDFIELD 
===.z====~==a=• 

========================: 
?L1T û~NSITY PtRTUKBATION 
==========::a:::::a:az:aa 

~"'DIF 
140 CONTINUF 
c ========================== 
C PLOT P~ESlU~E PERTURBATION 
c ========================== 

1 ?0 

c 
c c 

1 5 5 

1 
+ 

~~Al) (3) P 
IF (~~l)({,z).EQ.Ol Trl~N 
~€AD='PCëSlJ~t-PERTURgATION 1 

OPF~(1,FILE= 1 ZFUNC 1 ,ACCiSS= 1 DIPECT 1 ,~ECL=l) 
IQFC=O 
CALL Zr01(P,PZOQM,NX,~Y,NXZOOM,NYZ00M) 
DO 1~0 I=l,NXZQOM 

OJ l~Q J=l,NYZQOM 
TRcC=IR~C+l 
'.oiQITt<l,RECaiRECl PZOOM(l,Jl 

CfJr..JTlNUE 
.:LOSF(l) 

CALL ~YC~TR(GRIO,x,NXZOQM,y,hYZOJM, 1 ZFUNC',XP,yP,zP,NP,A 
AX~S,H~AO,XAX,AicXT,LXT,YAX,Y[EAT,LYT,ALVLP,NCL,NU~, 

Q,TEXT,J,K*INTTl 
':NDIF on l.70 "!=l,lt 

::a::============:====== 
PLQT VE~TICAL VELOCITIES 
======================== 
R~A') l3) w 
IF (K.GT.9l THEN 
HEAD= 1 VERTICAL-VELOCITY 1 

JPE~(L,Fllt= 1 ZFLNC',ACCESS= 1 0I~cCT 1 ,RECL=l) 
HE:=Q 
CALL ZJuM(~,wZOCM,~X,NY,NXZCJ~,NtZUOMl 
DO 15? I=l NXZOOM 

JO 15S =l,~YZO~M 
IREC IREC+l 
~kiT (l,~tC=l~ECl ~zoo~(I,Jl 

CONTlNI.Jt= 
CL!J<:;ç:(l} 



170 
120 
c 
c 
c 

:?05 

~lJ 

23) 
?OI) 

c 
c 
c 

1 
2 

E'\JOIF 
:DNTI~Ut 

CONTINUt 
=============== 
=============== 
r<.:~o <3> E·~"~ 
Pt:à1 (3) ENN 
f: J ~!) '5 I=- t" A X M 0 D , 1'1 A X i"i uO 

VAR(Il=I 
C'l'lTl\IUE 
:)CJ 200 K=l,'!T 
f)Q 20'1 ~=ld 

2TQT(K,MJ=G. 

PLOT 

~0 ?10 I=-NX2~L,NX2~1 
tTOT(K,Ml=ETOT(K,M)+EMM(!,K,Ml/4 
ETCJT(K,M+3l=fTOT(K,'1) 

C'JNTI"'UE 
00 220 T=-MAXM1Q,~AXMQD 

E(M,J,K)=fJ'lM(!,K,M)/4 
:CJ"'TINIJE 
00 230 J=-MAXMUQ,MAXMOD 

t:(i'1+3,J,K)=Et\JN(J,K,M)/4 
CONTINUt 

C'J'iTii\Ut 
DIJ 50(') ~=ld 

========2========:================ 
P L J T E "'E ~ G Y S tl: C T ;.{ lJ ,1 X , Y u I i< E C TI 0 N 

:nLL N-~~PLT 
:ALL SYM30L(Q,,ll.,.4,f~XT~(M),Q,,8) 
CALL SCAL~(XA~,l~.C,2*MAX100+l,ll 
:ALL AXl~(Q,,Q,,lOHriA~E~uMBER,-lQ,lZ.,Q,, 

-1- X A~ ( MA X M L) 0 + 1) , X A k ( M A XI", 0 0 + 2 ) ) 
1J ~10 I=-MAXMJQ,MAXM00 

YAR(I)=E(M,I,NTl 
51C SlNTI~UE 

CALL SCALE(YAR,lQ,,2*MAXMOD+l,l) 
:1LL AXI)(u,,O.,lOHENt~GYSPEC,+lO,~ü.,90., 

-1- YAi< l"'AXMOO+l) ,YAr< lMAXM00+2l) 
DJ 521) K=l,!IIT 

DJ ~30 l=-MAXMuO,~AXMOO 
YA.<(I)=t(M,I,K) 

~30 CONTINuE 
CALL LIN~(XAR,rAR,2*MAX~OD+l,lJl,Kl 
CALL SY~B~L(9,,t.+,5*K,.3z,~,o.,-l) 
CALL SYM30L(9.5,c.+.5*K,.3,TtXTt(7),0.,5l 
CALL NUM3ER(99~.,b • .._,,.K,,3,ETOT(K,M),Q,,4) 

52' C~NTiiJF 
~HL E~lDPLT 

5JJ CJHTNUE 
STJ::> 
E'll) 

JUTl"lE PL.dNI) 74/955 OPT=Q,KGuNJ= A/ S/ ~/-0,-DS FTN 5ol+62d 

c ******************************************************** S 'Ji3 R r'J UT T ~ E i-'L V. I N 0 ( U, V , 'I X, .H, ,-<, ST, V MA x, I~ TT, K, '1, TE X T, S:: L J 
f) I,.. J: N q iJ '\I U ( N X, N Y) , V ( N X, 1-.l Y) ,rE X T l 4 l 
OT='<ST/V"'~X 
OI2=ATA'Hl. )*2· 
:li=~I2*? 
SCLq=SCL*Z/3 
F\/:J, 
f)V:~;>ST/lOOO*SCL 
OP=OT/.t,.~ 
CALL t--A~PLT 
CALL SYM~Jl(J.~,o.o,0.70/SCLR,TEXT(l),0.0,l0) 
CALL SYM3JL(j,/SCL~,o.,o.3/SCL~,r~xTl2J,J,,lOl 
CALL NU~~2R(999.J,o.,G.3/SCLR,REAL(M),Q.,-l) 
CALL SYMd~L(6./SCLR,0.4/SCLk,Q.3/SCLK,TcXT(3),Q,,lOl 
CALL NU~~~R(99Q,G,O.~/SCLR,0.3/SCLR,Rc~L(K*INTTJ,Q,,2) 
CALL ~YM~JL(llo/SCLR,u,,Q,3/SCLR,TtXT(4),Q,,lQ) 
CALL NUM9ER(YÇ9,Q,Q.,Q.3/SCL~,VMAX*SCL,Q,,l) 
C6LL PL~T(O.o,z,o,-3) 
AXLC'lX=i\lX/SCL 



PLOT 

AXLE'-lY=NY/SCL 
:ALL AXTSCO.O,u.O,óHX-AS(KM),-ö,AXLENX,ü.Q,FV,OV) 
CALL AXISCQ.Q,Q.0,8HY-AS(KM),8,AXLE~Y,9Q.O,FV,DV) 
DO 7'39 1=1,:'-IX 
DO 7'3Q J=l,NY 

VT=SQ~T(U(I,J>**2.+V(l,Jl*•Z.) 
IF (U(IoJJ,t;Q,O) U(I,J)•l.E-15 
C=V( I,J)/LJ(I,J) 
A=ATAN(C) 
IF(UCI.J).Gf.O.O .A'-JO. V(T,J).GE.O.vl f<=A 
IF(IJ(l,J),Gë.J.O .A'ID. V(I,Jl.LT.O.Ol K•A+2*PI 
TFCJ(I,Jl.LT.ü.O) R=A+Pl 
Z=VT*Of!RST 
Xl=l/SCL 
YI=J/SCL 
X2=Xl+Z*COS(R)/SCL 
Y?=Yl+Z*SIN(R)/SCL 
qO:Q-Pl2/2o 
ZD=-l.*VT•DTP/~ST 
X3=X~+ZP*COSCRP)/SCLK 
Y3=Y?+ZP*SI'-l(QP)/SCLR 
i<Q=q+Pl2n. 
X4=X2+ZP*COS(qJ)/SCL~ 
Y4=t2+ZP*STN(RO)/SCLR 
CALL PLOT(Xl,Yl,3) 
CALL PLOTCX?,yz,zl 
CALL PLnT{X3,Y3,2l 
C1Ll PLOT(X2,YZ,3) 
CALL 0 LDT(X4,Y~t2l 

78-1 CfJ"lTPJUt: 
CALL F\!QPLT 
t:N) 

74/3~5 OPT=O,~OUNO= A/ S/ ~/-0,-DS FTN 5.1+628 

c ················································~············· 
~U~ROUTTNE ZOGM(à,AZOQM,Nl,Nl,NlZGOM,N2ZOJM) 
DT~E~SION ft(Nl,N2),ALOO~(~~ZOOM,N2Z00Ml 
I8LX=INT((~l-N1ZJOM)/2l 
TR~X=INT((Nl+NlZOOM)/2) 
I ::ll Y = T 'l T ( ( N t:::- N 2 ZiJ 0 ;1 ) I 2 ) 
H~Y=T'H( (N2+'l2ZOJ"1)/2) 
D '] l ) I = I 13 L X + 1 , I3 R X 

DJ 10 J=IBLY+l,IB~Y 
A71]]'1 ( I-PlLX, J-BLY ):A( I,J) 

10 CONTINUE 
~N) 

JUTIN-: i"1YCNTR FTN 5.1+62o 

c ***•*********************************************************** 

c 
c 
i 

c c 
c c 
c c 
c c 

SJ~~nUTINE MYCNT~CGRID,x,Nx,r,NY,ZNAME,xP,YP,zP,NP,AW,AXES, 
1 rlEAC,XAX,XTEXT,LXT,YAX,YTEXT,LYT,ALVL,NLVL, 
2 NUM,:'lDIGIT,TEXT,~,i\) 

RnJTI~E T~ PLOT CONTOL~S. MOST PA~AMET~~S ARE DI~TRI
~UT~D ~y LA3ELLEJ COM~JNS, ~rliCH A~~ DtSC~IBEO BëLOW. 
INFJR~ATI8N ~~EOEJ TO )RAW T~~ CONTJU~ ITSëLF (E.G. 
OE\j DQ~ITION, GRlD-S~UA~E UNJE~ CCiSIDERAT!ON ETC.), 
IS CnNTAI~CJ I~ 3LANK CG~MJN (OESIGNAT~D IN THE OESCRIP
TIJ\j RCL1w BY //). 8L4N~ CJMMDN IS ALSO USED IN THE 
CO~STRUCTIJN CF TrlE GRIO IF IT IS NJT P~ESENT. T~E 
DI~~ERCNf LAYOuf OF // I~ THIS CASE IS JESCIBED IN 
T~E OCLEVANT ~JUTINE 1 GRIDCN 1 • ROLTINE 1 MAKECOF 1 USES 
11 fJ~ AS STO~AGE FOR SC~ATCH-AKRAYS. 



PLOT 

CO~~ON XEXIT(125Q),YEXITll250),XIh,YIN,X~AX,YMAX,XMIN,YMIN, 
1 Fx,FY,JX,JY,LX,LY,MX,MY,sx,sY,CNTL,LAB~L,LIMST,NO,NEX,ASUB 

CO~~~N/AX~S/ AX~SC 
CCJMMON/CON/ ICON 
CO~~aN/~EAn/ HEAOTL 
C J '1 "\ •J N I F f"'1 r< M I F M T 
C0M'1Q~/INT/ INTE~,STEP 
CO~~ON/LVL/ AL~LC(5Q),NLVLC 
COM~ON/NUM/ INUM,IDGT 
COMMON/SIZE/ X~lz~,YSILE 
~l~~1N/TTLCrlR/ XTITLE,YTITLE 
cn~M~N/TTLNUM/ NCHx,NCYY 
COM~ON/WATF/ I~T,WTFAC 
CQM'I']N/XY/ XC:(~QQ),YCtlOul,NXC,NYC .. 
CO~~ON/XY!P/ x~C(50Q),Y~C(50ü),ZPC(~0Q),NPC,POINTS 

C I'JM = NUM, lOGT = NDI~IT. 
c C CNTR2S CALLS DKA~!N,~NOPLT,F~MBNO,GRIDCN,MAKCOF,~AMPLT, 
C PLOT,RtSCAL. 

C4ARACTiR Z~AME*7,FMT*d 

c 

C~ARACTER*jü XTEXT,YT~XT,XTITLt,YTITLE,HEADTL,HEAD 
LOGIC~L AXES,AXESC,GRID,POlNTS 
Q~~L X(NX),Yl~Y),XP(NP),YP(NP),ZP(NP),ALVL(NLVL) 
DT~ENSION TEXT<4l 
EXft:R"lAL FBCUBC 

C ~tlL VARIABLES lN COMMJN. 
c 

c c 
c 

c 
c 

FH = 1 (F?O. )I 
ren~~ = 0 
"-X>:::)r = AXE:i 
c1UiHL = i-lEAD 
l"lT:R = 'i 
Sf!:O = 9. 
"iLVLC = NLIJL 
1)1] 10 I = 1,NLVL 

AL~LC{l) ~ ALVL{l) 
10 CIJ'lTII\tUE 

t NJ v. = ''lU·"' 
IDGT = NO!GIT 
~~u:: = ux 
YSIZE = YAX 
XfiTLc = XTEXT 
vrrnc = vr::xT 
'lC4Á. = LXT 
'IC4'f = LYT 
IwT = ) 
'..JTFAC = AW 
'lXC = "-J'I 
!JiJ ~0 I = 1,1\lX 

:<C(I) = X{l) 
2:1 CO"lTTi'iUc 

'IYC = NY 
DO 30 I : I,r--JY 

YCfll = Y{!) 
.D C O'H I NU>= 

DJTNT~ = .NlT. G~ID 
F( ilOTNT)) THt"' 

"'0 C : "4P 
')J 48 I = l.r'>~P 

XP~(l) =XP(!) 
YPC(!l = YP(tl 
ZPC(ll = ZP(l) 

;. J r: Cl N T PI J c: 

--- JPEN D.A. rllt ANJ CONSTRUCT G~IO. 

r:JPC\1(11, FiLE= 1 Zi"·AT 1 , ACCESS = 1 0IK.cCT', RECL = 1) 
CALL î,~IDCN 

EL)C 

---1PE~ O.A. FILE ~IT~ Z-COOROlNATES. 



c 

PLOT 

JPtNCll, FILt = Z~A~E, A~CESS = 1 JIRECT'' RECL = ll 
>= "lD I F 

C --- INITtALIZE PLOT. 
c 

c 
c 
c 
c 
c c 
c 

CALL NAMPLT 
ChLL SYM80L<z.,o.,o.3,TEXT(2),Q.,l0l 
r:~LL NUM'3EF1(999.0,v.,0.3,l<I:AL(M),G.,-ll 
CALL ~y-.,qJL(2.,Q.4,Q.3, Tt:XT(j),O.tlwl 
CAL L NU~ 8 ER ( -19:.; • 0, 0 • 4, U .3' R t: AL ( K ) '0 •' 2 l 
CALL PLOT(Z.,z.,-3) 

--- DDAW AXES Ok öuUNDS OF PLOT. 

CALL FR,'lö'll"\ 

--- RESCALE x,Y-VALUES SUCH THAT TrltY LIE IN [Q,l] 
TO l~P~~vc STA3ILITY IN A?PROXl~ATlJNS. 

CALL RESC~L(FX,FYl 
c 
C --- SET OISTANCE IN PLOTSTc?l BET~EE~ LABELS IF iECE~SARY. 
c 

IF(TNUM .GT. 0) LI~ST = 19 
c 
C --- S~T T~E STc? SIZE FDR THE iNTERPOLATION SuB-~RID. 
c 

~l St.J=\ = 10 
c 
C --- ~A~~ F0~1Af FJR CC~TJuR-LAaELS. 
c 

~RITE(F~T(~: /), 1 (12) 1 ) lOGT 
c 
C --- ~A~E INT~~~OLATlON CJEFF.S A~D CALL ORA~ING ROUTINE. 

C~LL MAKCOF(INTEK,ll,l2) 
CALL DRA • .JT'J(l2,FöCU8C) 

c 
C --- TER~INATE PLOT. ,. 
" 
c 

CHL C~I)PLT 

LOSCf12l 
ETU<N 
NI) 


